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VOL. XX. NO. 168
STRANGE WEATHER
ENDANGERS FRUIT
And Drouth May Follow Ex
cessive Rainfall
Early Spring Flowers Shooting Above
Ground and Rose Bushes in
Leaf.
PEACHES WILL BUD SHORTLY.
Drought and scarcity of fruit are
prophesied in the present warm
spell. Aside from the loss which
wet result from nature prematurely
sending forth her fruit and flowers,
the enormous rainfall ia this time of
the year, when it is not needed, fore-
bodes a ,drouth next summer that
will cut deep into the food supply.
Another week of this weather witi
find the fruit trees budding. Already
the early spring flowers are showing
their noses above the earth and with
the inevitable consequence of a cruel
frost, the chances for peaches next
summer, and hyacinths and jonquils
and roses this spring, grow teen. In
many yandg in the city there are hy-
acinths and jonquils an inch or more
above the ground, prematurely de-
veloped by the warm weather.
The highest 'temperature in Janu-
ary has been 67 on the fifth. The
lowest since the first of the year was
26. The average highest temperat-
ure has been 56 and the average low-
est temperature has been 42. Under
such a mild temperature most any
early spring plant would grow,
'An old tutees made the assertion
that as Song as the ground is soaked
with water, it will not turn cold. The
fact has been borne out thus fee in
• the month, and the character of the
present weather, alternate rain and
shine, is keeping tile ground In a
condition to prevent cold weather.
There was a poor peach erop last
year and without adverse circum-
• stances, With which the crop this
year will have to contend. Other
fruit may be injured, because the sea-
sons are being so disarranged that
the normal conditions probably will
'not exist throughout the year.
The rainfall since January 1 has
been 8.e0 inches, as much as fell In
any month in 190e.
Suffering in Canada.
$t. Paul, Jan. 14.—Oarrada, North
Dakota and Montana are in the grasp
of a cold wave of great intensity This
followcd a heavy snow storm, raging
in the northwest. The temperatuee
oanges from 14 below zero in Minne-
sota to 32 below at Battlefork. In-
tense cold adds to the suffering of
communities experiencing , the fuel
famine.•
GRAIN liLtREET.
Cincinnati, Jan. IC—Wheat, 74;
corn. 44; oats, 39.
PART OF EYEBALL-
TORN OUT BY STEEL
While repairing a car at the Illi-
nois. Central shopasthis morning, J.
Robertson. of Meehaniesburg, chipped
off a piece of steel, which flew into
his left eye, penetrating the eyeball.
He extrieeted the sliver himself, pull-
ing out: part of the eyeball. At the
Illinois Central hospital he was op-
erated on. The sight Is completely
destroyed,
Mother Shot at Christening.
Chicago, Jan. 14.— Scores of
guests, celebrating a chrietening,were
thrown into a panic before dawn to-
day when Mrs. Hannah Pealeyenoth-
er of the child, was shot and kilted
vine° the merriment was at Its
height tia, a bullet accidentally dis-
charged from the revolver of her
cousin, Policeman Dwyer
PADUCAH KY.. MONDAY IVENING. JANUARY 14. 1907.
INTERESTING DEBATE.
Japs Should Be Excluded Prom
Frisco Schools.
In one of the prettiest debates
ever heard in the High school audi-
torium, Robert Halley won over
Brent Janes on the question: "Re-
solved: That the Japanese should, be
admitted into the schools of San
Francisco." Halley represented the
negative, side. Fifteen minutes were
allowed each side. The debate was
scheduled for Friday but postponed
until today. Debates on important is-
sues of the day will be features of




Little Chance of is Break haitanks of
Either Faction in Board of Alder-
Due at Tonight's Session.
MAYOR'S MptiSAGE ON HAND.
Unless some compromise, not as
yet discussed, is agreed upon, or
sonie contingency arises net in con-
teinplation of the members at this
hour, the dead lock in the board of
aldermen will produce a repetition of
the all night session ofAlast Thursday.
Alderman Earl Palmer the choice of
the old members, and Alderman-elect
E. D.. Han.nan, choke of the mem-
bers-elect, are still the champions,
and the vote promises to be four to
four. Both sides have been conjur-
ing their minds for' ideas, and guard-
ing against tricks of the opposition.
City Clerk Henry Bailey will continue
to be presiding officer, and Mayor
Yeiser, who turned the trick that de-
feated the election of an old member
at the sfirst meeting and Produced
the daadlock, is looked to by the
members-elect to pilot them through
the situation. The mayor will be on
hand with his message, so he may
read It, IT the board organizes, And
the amendment to the license onai-
'lance is up the the board.
ENGINEER HELD
HELD AS RESULT OF FREIGHT
WRECK AT SANDWELL.:
Four Men Meet Death As Result, It
' Is Alleged, of Igniired
Signal.
Bardwell, Ky., Jan. 14.— Four
men were killed In a collision of two
freight trains which occurred here
Friday night. The (lead are:
Cherles Hogan, fireman, of Jack-
son, Tenn.; Will Teague, flagman, of
Lexington, Tenn.; John Goad, of
East St. Louis, and R. C. Pickering,
of Granite City, Ill.
The cause of the wreck, it is al-
leged, was the disregarding of the
block signal by Engineer Lee Mer-
ritt. Besides the loss of lire, the
damage done by the collision will
amount to thousands. An extra
freight tram n in charge of Engineer
Frank Iversoe and Conductor Fred
Ball stopped -to take water, and
while doing so was crasned into by
another extra in charge of Conduc-
tor Jake Smith and Engineer Lee
'Merritt. Sixteen oars and the engine
were demolished. The coroner's jury
returned a verdict charging the
agents of the Illinois Central Rail-
road company with criminal negli-
gence, and as a result Engineer Mer-
ritt was placed under arrest and his
preliminary trial set for next Wed-
needay:
Pittsburg, Jan. 14.—About the
only Inconvenience experienced on.
account of high water is the closing
of all min s shipping coal by water
along the Monongahela river, caus-
ing at least 1,500 men lobe idle.
Walking on the River, Prof. Oldrieve
Will Reach Paducah in the Morning
Tomorrow morning, it Is believed
Prof. Charles Oldrieve. who Is walk-
ing on the rivers from Cincirmeti to
isfew Orleans, will reach Paducah.
At 0:30 o'clock this morning he pals
ed Carrsville, .45 Bailee above Padu-
cah. He can make about 33 miles. a
Ole so.there ig&lorobahillty of.
his reaching here before late in the
tnorning. Everywhere along bis
route, Prof. Oldrleve, who is walking
for a wager, le greeted by hundreds
of „spectators.. He gives exhibitions I
with his marvellous snoes. His wife,
follows him in a boat. No-doubt nut
ny 'Padticahens will be down to see
him come in and watch his novel en
tertainment. lie is slightly behind
ate avaednia- but es-Deets At. make
up wnen he strikes the - rong ear!
rent of the Mlealssippl.
SEWER BLOCKADE
IS ENCOUNTERED
But the Route is Changed at
a Saving of $900
O. L. Gregory and Noble & Vetoer
Ask Price for Crossing Their
Property.
I. C. RAILROAD GRANTS PERMIT.
Progress was bolted in the sewer
trench by a sign posted on the Prole
erty of the vinegar works. Mr. Greg-
ory at first thought the sewer trench
would cross the site of a proposed ad-
dition to his factory, but on this be-
ing found erroneous he offered to sell
the right of way. The city declined
and saved about $9410 by cutting
across the railroad property.
Noble & Yeieer also asked a price
for permitting the cite t, cross its
property between Eleventh and
Twelfth streets,- and Broadway and
Kentucky avenue. Kentucky avenue
s not a public highway at that point.
The contractors simply 'remain on
the railroad property to, Twelfth
street.
No other objections to the route of
the sewers has been matte, and the
railroad is the only other private
property owner to be encountered in
sewer district No. 2.
TREACHEROUS BANANA
Trips a Man and Severely Injures
Him. —
Slipping on a banana peeling J. W.
Hedges, the well known plasterer of
521 South Sixth street was thrown
to the pavement on lower Kentucky
avenue this morning, sustaining juL
juries to his right leg. He was taken
Into a nearby house and physicians
summoned.  His Injuries are not se-
rious, no bones being broken.
Fatal Train Wreck.
. Pittsburg, Jan. I4.—The Chicago
express orb the Baltimore and Ohio
crashed into a heavy shifting engine
near Deharen tele morning. The
passenger engine was wrecked and




Further complications in the E.
Rehkopf Seddlery . company, bank-
ruptcy case, resulted this afternoon,
when creditors through their attar.
neys, Dennis Morquot, A. Y. Martin,
and Eaton atilt Boyd, filed suit be-
fore Referee E. W. Bagby, asking
him to instruct Cecil Reed, trustee,
whether the latter snail bring suit
against E. Rehkopf personally for
all the debts owed by the bankrupt
erthcern above as capita: stock,$100,-
000; whether he shall sue inc Ameri-
can-German National bank for usu-
ry; whether he shall take steps to
collect for toe creditors $12,000, al-
leged to be owed the concern by E.
Rehkopf; whether he shall sue E.
Rehkopf to compel him to disclose
certain claims alleged to have been
disposed of just prior to the as-
signment, and whether he shall sue
to recover $25,000 worth of stock
pledged by the concern to the Atnere
can-German National bank.
-COUNTY DISTRICTS
Are Being Revised By Tax Book
Supervisors.
This morning the board of county
tax book supervisors began reviewing
the assessment out In- 'the county
In order to get the notices out in
time, and preclude a delay from the
rural 'districts. The first and second
districts In the city have been re-
viewed, and there remain two more
city districts to work. There are four
districts in the county, and. the city
will not be touched again until the
county assessment proper is super-
vised. -
There Is only one kind of a
newspaper circulation statement
that Is worth any consideration
and that I. the daily detailed
statement. The Sun I. the only





Glenn you plans to found a
new Zion y, in Michigan in
the near fulljere. VolivIs has gone
to Milwau to consult with
real estate regarding the




Chicago, Jan, 14.— Thirty
per cent of . entire population
Is suffte-ing , ni influenza. The
health depaelenent records last
week eurpthiete all previous
death retest 'with one exception,
that during lite iiiidemic of in-
fluenza in 11100 and Pie%
lee.-
- DEPENI10 ROOSEVELT.
New Task Jan. le.— The
World toden comes to the des
tense of President Roosevelt for
discharging die negro troops
implicated les the Brownsville
riot. A correemondent, who con-
affair, declares he is eonvinced
ducted an investigation of the
a plot existe4. on the part of ne-
gro troops to kill the white resi-
dents of Brownsville. The en-




D. A. L Making _Preparations
For Great Event
0111-
Me rial 'ii Se Erected on Lawn
of Custo* Nose According
to Plans.
BILL HAS PASSED THE HOVSE
The date for the flower carnival to
be given by the Paducah chapter,
Daughters, of the American Revolu-
tion, at The Kentucky for the bene-
fit of the public fountain to be erect-
ed by the chapter in Paducah, has
been set for kb./ Fr!day often. Blister,
which will be the first Friday in
April.
Mattmns who will have the affair
in charge are meeting this afternoon
with Prof. J. A. Mahler to arrange
aerout the dances and other details.
There will be nine _lower dances
and a matron, or two ,matreage will
be in charge of each dance. These
matrons are:
Mrs. M. B. Nash, Mrs. George C.
Thompson Mrs. I. 0. Walker, Mrs.
Fannie Allard, Mrs. Lloyd Boswell,
Mrs. Armour Gardner, Mrs. Hub-
bard Wells, Mrs. Charles Wheeler,
Mrs. Claude Russell, Mrs. Hal Wal-
ters, Mrs. Leslie Soule. -
There will be sixteen in each dance
and the ages will range from girls
of three years to the young matrons.
The costumes wore will represent
tne flowers of the various dances.
Mrs. I. 0. Waiker will have charge
of a frog &trite while sixteen small
boys will take part. There win be a
musical program, solo and fancy
dances and other features, making
the entertainment one of the most
elaborate and delightful ever given
in Paducah.
The fountate Is to be erected in
the custom house yard :Congressman
011ie James introduced a bill grant-
ing permission. ft has passed the
house.
STATE SUES RAILROAD.
Illinois After Illinois Central to Col-
lect Money,
Springfield, III., Jan 14.—Suit to
colect alleged back taxes from the Il-
linois Central railroad was filed this
afternoon in the state supreme court
by Attorney General Steed No fig-
ures or estimates of the amount the




Word Received By Manager
Bleecker Today
Dr. Burnley B. Hook Possibly May
Manage Paducah's Independ-
ent Team.
TALKING OVER THE MATTER
The first interested baseball fan to
apply" to Manager John S. Bleecker,
relative to managing an independent
baseball team in Paducah this sea-
son was Di. Burnley B. Hook, man-
ager of the Kolb drug store, Third
and Jackson etreets. Dr. Hook call-
ed on Manager Bleecker this morn:
lug and inquired into the proposi-
tion. He Will return this week for a
conference. Dr. hook Is an enthusi-
astic baseball fan, attending most
every game last season. He had the
score card privilege and is well up In
the game in every way. He will make
an excellent manager.
Tots morning Manager John S.
Bleecker, of the traction company,re-
oeived a letter from the president of
the Toledo, 0., American association
team, saying that his playere would
be, here on March 15 to practice un-
til- May S. He asked that local teams
be organized So play the Association
team. Toledo worked out here last
year, and the park caugnt the eye of
the manager. It will probably remain
a training quarter for the Toledo
team.
GRIPS LOST.
Drunken Owners Set Them Down
and Forget Them.
"More grips and suit cases were
feet by drunken owners this Christ-
mas than in years," an attache of
the Meets Central baggage office
declared this morning. To substanti-
ate his assertions he waved at a
$leile of correspondence on the desk
of Baggageniaster William, Flowers.
"This correspondence is all about
grins," he Jeclared, "and not in one
case has the road been at fault.
During Christmas week drunken
men set their grips down in the bag-
gage room without consideration of
the warning that the company would
not be responsible unless they were
checked. More claims, / venture
have been placed in the head bag-
gage department at Chicago for lost
grips this season than in years."
Quarterly Meeting.
Rev._,1, W. Biackard, D. D., arrived
home today from a round of quarter-
ly meeting appointments in the Pa-
Iducali district. He wilt hold quar-terly conferences tonight at the Trim-
ble street Methodist fl urch; Tuesday
night at Broadway, and Wedratelay
at Third street. He wills-he in the
city until Friday.
Miners; Are Prosperoue,
Indianapolis, Jan. 14.-- United
Mine Workers of America will con-
vene here tomorrow. speaking sof
conventions Seoretary .Wilson said;
e"geneit ibO3,1Sera titr,optrtiolt
the counter are prosperous. We" 'th-
tietpate no discustrion rOf a sensation-
- --'--. •Sr •
, -
BOARD OF HEALTH
Will Elect Officers at Annual Meet-
ing Tonight.
The board of health will elect a
president at the regular meeting to-
night. Dr. C. H. Brothers is the in-
cumbent. Health Officer Dr. W. T.
Graves probably will present his an-
nual report showing the death rate,
and the causes classified. He is ex-
peeled to make some recommenda-
tions to the board for action in 1907.
The board of health is composed of
the following professional and lay
gentlemen: Dr. C. .H. Brothere, Dr.
H. P. Sights, Mr. James P. Sleeth,.
Dr. J. G. Brooks, Mr. F. M. McGee.
and Mr. C. F. Yates.
LIQUOR MEN GENEROUS.
Donate Two Hundred Bushels of
Coal to the Poor.
Johe Ward, president of the Pa-
ducah Retail Liquor Dealers' associ-
ation, Satutday announced that in
addition to the 1,000 bushels of coal
donated to the city by Berneelm
Beet., of Louisville, for the poor,two
hundred bushels have been donated
to the retail liquor dealers' associa-
tion to be distributed among the de-
serving poor, and the seal was turn-
ed over to the Charity club.
al nature.
SMALLPDX IN SMITHLAND.
Smithland la excited over her first
ease of smallpox in a long time.
Charles Lemon, manager of the Home
Telephone exchange at that place,
hos developed a case, it is reported.
He is quarantined at his home.
WEATHER.
Rain followed by clearing and
milder tonight. Tuesday fair and
colder. r The highest tempera-




10 CENTS PER WEEK
EADES CASE
Being Heard Today By State Rail-
road Commis:don.
Today the board of railroad com-
missioners is meeting at Greenville
-awing the evidence in William
Eades' accusations of discrimination
against him by the Illinois Cen-
tral. Mr. Eades is general manager
of the Hillside Coal mines, and sev-
eral weeks ago filed complaint with
the railroad commissioners that the
railroad company. was not furnish-
ing him enough cars to handle his
output. He claimed discrinenation in
favor of other companies.
CONTEMPT RULE
ON DAISY ALLEN
To Show She Is Not Violating Order
for Evacuation of Kentucky Ave--
nue Red Light District.
GRACE RIECTOR COMPLAINS.
Daisy Allen was ruled on in cir-
cuit court this morning to appear by
Saturday and show cause why she
should not be fined for contempt of
court in 'running a disorderly house.
The Rev. David C. Wright, rector of
the Grace Episcopal church, who has
been prominently connected with the
fight against the women of the "red
light" district, furnished the infor-
mation that the woman was not com-
plying with the orders of tee court.
He stated that he thought the wom-
an was still running a disorderly
house. Dr. Wright resides near Ninth
street on Kentucky avedue.
' Warren Clubb in East St. Louis.
After an absence of four days
Warren Clu,bb, an attache of the F.
N. Gardner, Jr., company furniture
store on South Third street, has
been indirectly heard from, and is
safe in East St Louis. His reasons
for leaving Paducah without a part-
eg word to friends or employers
were not given, and his friends are
anxious ever his condition.
OLD CLIENT
COULD NOT FOOL POLICE JUDGE
DAVID CROSS.
Latter Hung Penalty Over His Head
and Ordered Jeers to Leave
Paducah.
After successfully defending Hew-
lett Jones on numerous charges, Po-
lice Judge D. A. Cross was forced
this morning to rid the city of the
young man's presence, and the orders
he gave Jos were clear and any-
thing but hard to comprehend.
"I have defended you in many
cases, and have done all I could, as
have others, to make a man of you."
Judge Cross stated. "We have tried
to wean you away from bad- associates
and drink, and the first person I see
before me after assuming charge of
this office is Hewlett Jones, charged
with obtaining property and money
by faille pretenses. I am going to do
this. The charge of obtaining money
by false pretenses will be filed away
with leave to reinstate, hut I will hold
you over for obtaining property by
tales pretenses, and wIll fix your
bond at $3e)e. I will recognize you
tinder these coneitIons. You must
shake the dust of Paducah from your
heels; you must leave McCracken
county 'and the state, and if you re-
turn at any time I will else that these
chargeseere rainetated and a rigid
prosecution conducted against you."
Jones "cook his hat and silently
made his way for the door. He is
given until tomerrow morning to get
away. Ho went to a local sa-
loon claiming he worked for the ma-
rine-waye, securing liquor on the
strength of 'the representation. He
eke secured $5 On e - check
from Grant Gray, wno keeps a saleon
at Seventh and Washington streets.
LIBRARY BOARD
Wil tie OrgHtliZed it %fleeting On
January el.
At the next regular meeting night
the third Monday in January, the li-
brary board of the Padticah public
library will reorganise for .1907, The
priseeat officers are Hr. E. W. Dagby,
preatIlent; R.- 13,. Savage. etese-wresit-
dent ; Mrs. A. R. Meyers, esoretare.
Charles Weill!, t reasu rers
SPECIAL ELECTION
TO,BORROW MONEY
Only Course Open to Secure
Better Roads
County Attorney Barkley Says Law
Is Plain That Only People
May Authorize It. e
MO/MD PEND ADOCT $130,900
It will be "up to the voters" of
McCracken county to say whether
the county shall borrow $160,000,
with which to build gravel roads,
concrete culverts an* iron bridges in
McCracken county this or next year.
This is the stand County Attorney
Al-ben I3arkley takes, and he will
make such a report to the fiscal court
at the next meeting, a special ses-
sion to be held the latter part of
January.
County Attorney Barkley di bases
his opinion on section 157 of the con-
stitution of the state, but explains
that it has been widely 'construed by
different courts, even by the appel-
late court. He had been reviewing
the constitution and statutes, and ar-
rived at thie conclusion Saturday.
Section 157 of the constitution In
part reads: "No county, city, town,
taxing district, or other municipali-
ty shall be authorized or be permit-
ted to become indebted in any way,
manner or for any purpose, to any
amount exceeding, In any year, the
Income and revenn
such year, without the




at an election to be held for that
purpose; and any indebtedness con-
tracted in violation of this section
shall be void. Nor shall such cone
tract be enforceable by any person
with whom made; nor shall such
municipality ever be authorized to
assume same."
"I take this to mean literally what
It says," said County Attorney Bark-
ley. "The clause makes It plain that
If the county is indebted to the limit
of its income, the question of bor-
rowing more money will have to be
placed. befbre the voters. There fs a
clause in section 158, welch say-s,
that if at the time of the adoption of
the constitution, any county is in-
debted to the limit, It may by vote
exceed this amount by 1 .per cent, of
the total assessment, which in Mc-
Cracken county W111 mean about
$100,000."
Geometry Attorney Barkley was di-
rected by members of the fiscal court
to investigate the law, it is desired
generally that better roads be built.
and the plan to borrow money seem-
ed to he the only recourse. It is isre-
earned the magistrates will order an
election 'to be held with the Novem-
ber elections, if not a special elec-
tion sooner.
"DYNAMITE" LANGSFOR—DT-
Well Known to Local Biewhall Fang
Kills Himself.
Robert Isankswert, better known
in baseball circles as "Bob...langs-
ford," of Louisville, killed himself
list week -by-swallowing an ounce of
carbolic acid. He was known through
out the ba-eball world as "Dyna-
mite," and was one of the best in-
fielders on the diamond In his prime.
He lived in Paducah foeyears work-
ing at the Rehkopf. tannery and had
seen. service In neaely every minor
league in the country, having played
two years ago In the Kitty league.
CHARITY CLUB REPORT
Much I/14meg Relieved and. Fraud
Exposed in Four Weeks.
The first four weeks of the Chari-
ty club's work clotted Saturday, and
the statement of the secretary shows
199 oraers issued at an average of
$1.25 per order, making a total of
$250 distributed 'among the poor.
Positions for fifteen persons were
secured through the employment
agency, conducted as an auxiliary to
the charity chit, Several bonnie,' of
professional beggars were routed
from the elty,and the first four weeks




Rev, Pet-r Fields, pastor of the '
Third Street Methodist church, re-
ports excellent services both Morn-
ing and evening. The attendahce
growing etoildily and tee rongrega-
Hon grades-Hy sisterwlitte. Dr, Fialete_
Is greatly- encouraged Over the re-
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A Powerful Play, Pull of Brilliant
Lines and Convincing Situations.
,P1ires-50, 73, $1.00 and $1.50.









L. A. EDWA _ S
. As Zeke Dobson
And a strong ilip:)orting company.
Superbly Mounted
Novel Specialties
A performance that is "worth
while."
Seats on sale Thursday 9 a. in.
Prices 254 goe and 75e.








Dramatized by Owen Davis from
Cyrus Townaend Brady's powerful





Price*: 25, 35. 50, 75, 51 and 111.50
S4VMS On sale }'relay 9 a. m.
se -
Human evolution may be but dl-
revelation _.
AT THE KENTUCKY.
•Tuefortay night, ‘Valker Whiteside In
"The Magic Melody."
Friday night, "The Missouri Die:"
i Ssitarday Matinee and night. Tim
l Murphy Lk/ "A Comer in Coffee."
‘Valker Whiteside in
.Melody."
In "The Magic Melody" Walker
WhIte;ide is at last fitted with a fine
play, saes the Minneapolis' Journal,
in which his finished art has the
Magic Melody 6forillestdt arogo far andPkiLhilenve"mienhch. hlet
is a comedy-drama abase motive is
the passionate protest of high ideate
of life and art against the sordid
stantlards that money-lust has set up
In America. The vivid contrast be-
tween the young violinist whose life
Is summed 4:p in his art and his Mee,
and the money king sho has sacri-
ficed his love and his early ideals for
the power that money gives, runs
Oro t`e wlare texture of the play.
It is a simple story, too, trenching
now upon melodrama and now upon
human comedy. There are hitt two
scenes, the thitd act rethrning to
the scene of the first act, and bat
seven characters. Each of these Is
drawn with a sure and natural
touch that •makes it human and real.
Out of simple materials *built up a
drama at once powerful and convinc-
ifig, witfi characters that live and
situations that moves the emotions.
Mr. Walteside's impersonation of
the young Musician is little short of
menterne The gradual unfolding of
the struggling artist's character un-
der the sunshine of love, a stimulus
that causes it to broaden and devel-
op and strengthen from that of a
dreamer to that of a man of action,
Is delineated with speaking fidelity.
Mr. Wihitecide's marvelously flexible
voice, his sirpreestve face, lighted by
wonderful eyes, his- natural grace
of demeanor are alt informed by a
keen and artistic insight. The re-
straint ehl- h marks his handling of
the earlier scenes and through which
one glimpses the true character of
the man, makes the great climax of
the second act as powerful a situa-
tion an has been seen on the western
etege in many a Month.
A characterization -scarcely less ef-
fective than that of the star is eon-
rtributed by Herbert Sears as the
money king. Lelia Wolstan. who has
Hong played leading parts for Mr.
Whiteside, achiexes an excellent im-
personation of the money king's
word, 'whose ,romantic love for the
young violinist is the mainspring of
his development. It is better and
truer than most of her work in the
past.
A beautiful character beautifully
played is that of the once-famous
German pianist, now retired to the
homely but wholesome surroundings
tele her Harlem flat. Mies Martha
George makesotne ctOldlike old lady
very lovab:e personage, with a de-
licions German accent and a heart
as large, as -her ample proportions.
Richard Sherman plays a broken-
down Italian singer, seeking re-
venge for the theft of his sweet-
heart, in a manner quite impressive,
but entirely melodramatic. It Is a
good impersonation, but the charac-
ter Is seen to be somewnat exagger-
ated. when it is considered how lit-
tle vital it roalljois to the story. A
secoedary love story in comedy vein
Is supplied by Maude C:aire Shaw,
well-known in Minneapolis, and W.




"Zeke" is coming. TO the lovers
of the rural in the melo-drama,
"Zeke" conjures up a pictnre of
"hignwater" pants, held up by one








- . The Store That Neap...-.
wisp of red hair sticking through it,
a red bandana, big shoes and a
hickory shirt, clothing a dialect.
Such plays as "Toe Missouri Girl'
will always :lye, because there is a
breath of fresh air in them an ap-
peal to elemental emotions, a
Magic that can not be mistaken; a villa
!
that is branded from the first rising
of the curtain, comedians that are
labeled fanny and pretend to do
nothing else than be funny. "The
Missouri Girl" comes Friday night.
TI in Murphy's Definition.
The question was "What is a
kiss?" The German comedian said
"Not is it. Do It. That es it." Tim
Murphy joined the laugh but he dis-
closed an old note book and read
from a collection of definitions of a
kiss whica he has been making for
years. "A kiss," said the comedian,
"Is the twenty-seventh letter of the
alphabet, the love letter that re-
quires two pairs of ling to utter: a
Ice* is the alms which enriches him
who reeeives without impoverishing
her who gives; a kiss ,is, according
to the soldier, a report at headquar-
ters; a kiss is the door tnat opens
the citadel of the heart; a kiss is
a receipt given by your sweetheart
when paying your addresses; a kies
is the wild, leaping flame of loves
enthusiasm when two hearts are
surcharged with love's electricity: a
kiss Is a lelfclous dish eaten with
scarlet spoons, a sweetmeat which
does not satisfy our hunger, a fruit
which we plant and gather at the
same time. A kiss is nothing divided
by two."
Charles B. Hanford.
. The interest in a Shakespearean
performance depends much on the
•
manner in which the minor roles are
elineated, and it is a realization of
this fact that etas inspired the perma-
nent confidence that Charles B. Han-
ford enjoys. Mr. Hanford's popu-
larly Is great, and his career has
been largely molded by the traditions,
of the great American players whose
names are now revered memories.
Yet despite his personal popularity
and the examples set by some of the
most eminent actors who have pre-
ceded 'him in ,public notice as expon-
ents of classic roles, Mr. leanfOrd has
never allowed his productions to de-
pend solely on his individual efforts.
In selecting "Julius Caesar" for his
annual Shakespearean fevival Mr.
anford entered upon a work which'
demands not only one but three act-
Ors of the highest abilities. Brutus,
Cassius anl Marc Antony • are all
characters of essential and command-
ing 'importance, and Mr. Henning
and Mr. Kline, who are members of
the company, are players of such
wen-grounded abilities that on occoss
ions the three principal roles are in-
terciftiaged As a rule, however, Mr.
Hanford plays Marc A.ntony.
It is a part to which he is Wrong-
ly attached for reasons of sentiment,
inasmuch as it is the one in which he
first came to stellar prominence.
Mr. Hanford' first achieved real
fame by hi: performance of Marc
Antony with Booth and Barrett.whose
union of forces marked 'the beginning
of a new practice in casting plays, a
practice which requires capable repre
sentations of others than the role
protrayed be the accepted star. it is
no longer possible for a man, how-
ever competent or celebrated, to gain
popular approval hr critical respect
unless nis company Is met of high cap
Ability throughout. Mr. 1-Lanford has
devoted great care to the discipline
of even the miner roles in his produc-
tion of "Jiiiins Caalar,” and Ile favor
accorded in this season proves the
public's appreeiation of his conscien-





New York, Jan. 12.—Although we
are teld that truth Is mightier and
will prevail, the aeseveration does'
not "make good" In Circle Fitch's
new play "The Truth," until pretty
nearly thionnd Of the last art of that
entertaining comedy of falsehood
now current at the Criterion theater,
under the direction of Charles Proh.
man, with Clara Blocelgood as liar-
in-rhief, so to speak. The piece pres-
ente a clever tale of flirtation In
which a woman whe Is a naturally
gifted fabricator is the etktet of In-
termit. The thing she does that
is actually wrong In deed as well as
Intention Is to tr; to Ile herself out
ortheetomptleatione into which she
has 'fallen through having fooled
with the husband of another woman.
The fooling is not criminal, mind
scei, but it aroneeke ca-err ethos sere-
picions, including those of her own
lord and mutter. and the, further ahe
goes In her effertA at sigiOettrication
the deeper she'lleecomesi involved In
the rneehea created to her own false-
hoods. Mr. Filch has 'exercised eon-





life of the powder is
slowly liberated into
the dough.
No coarse and crumbly
crust so frequent in bis-
cuit. One heaping tea-
spoonful to a quart of
flour.
The goodness of HI-
LO is protected in
moist-preqf ants. Con-
forms with;a11 pure food
laws, State and National.
A MBE A POUND
At your Grocer's.
C•IMIESTAL SAWS Nun ea
mows, . Twessiss-41‘.
•
heroine out of her entanglement with
out injury at the finish, thus restor-
inggood feelin-g among his leading
character4 and replacing the young
woman with the lively imagination in
the confidence and esteem of all con-
cerned. Perhaps no great amount of
sympathy is aroused for the princi-
pal personage in "The Truth:" for
the reason that people In general fail
to see either fine or reason In disin-
genuous womanhood. But Mr.
Pitch's situations are so very ingen-
uous and his presentation of femi-
nine foibles is ,s0 exceptionally,
adroit and pointed that the effect
of the whole comedy is pleasing to
the spectator. Miss Woodgood, who
as before mentioned, 'heads the cast;
is adtairably. adapted Oahe require-
ments of the thoughtless role allot-
ted to her and plays with much
spirit and brilliancy. She was receiv-
ed with Many manifestations of cor-
dial regard on Monday evening and
scored a pronounced snecess.* The
supporting company was chosen
with Mr. Frohnean's accustomed care
for Individual adaptability, and the
settings were haritisonce and appro-
priate. "The Truth" may be surely
looked upon as a fine example of
Mr. leltch's handiwork in that very
versatile author's lighter vein.
Of quite another type is "The
Straight Road" by the same writer,
presented simultaneously w!th "The
Troth," almost- directly across the
roadway at the new Astor theater.
In this drama, which is not only
serious but at times sensational, Miss
Blanche Walsh it the robust (per-
hops I may be excused for saying
massive) heroine. The star depicts
a girl of the slums who is flrs-t res-
cued from her surroundings by a
woman of a differenet social sphere
and is then thoroughly regenerated,
principally through an act of 'net
own better Impute*. The play has It
good deal in it that is possibly best
deoalbed by the term "strong." and
there are momenta of intense dra-
matic interest in Its progress. The
approbation expressed upon the op-
ening night by a conspicuonsly friend"'
ly audience was vociferous and pro-
longed. Miss Walsh 'herself was the







Our Stocks Are Always Fresh,
And Great in Variety.
WE ALSO HAVE A BIG







ace-taint. Her company, which' eat.
.braces such. excellent players as
ICharles Dalton, Dorothy Doris Hel-
en Lowell, Leuiere Cloaset and othets,
was individually and eolleotively sat-
isfactory to the task Imposed by the
playwright.
Miss Paula Edwardea, who was a
Casino favorite tong before she be-
came a star of musical farce, 'hits re-
turned to the establishment named
with a new piece called —rbe Prin-
cess Beggat," written by Pautton
and Robyn. The entertainment has
been seen In a number of the other
cities during the season already well
advanced and consequently it passed
off smoothly upon its first New York
interpretation. There is nothitig of
exceptions) otiginality In the story
of its treatment, but the -incidents
follow- one another rapidly, the dia-
logue is reasonably brisk and the
lyrics are metrical, while toe score
is both tuneful and bright. The
agreeable and youthful personality
of Miss Edwardes permeates the
whole atmosphere of the, piece and
was pleasurably viewed 'by the large
crowd that had gathered on Monday
evening to give her welcome. "The
Princess Beggar" can remain for a
short time only at the Casino, owing
to plans long ago formulated by the
management, but the engagement
seems likely to prove both profits-
'blend enjoyable.
flie amazingly clever little mimic,
Kee Janis, is back in town with
"Tiae Vanderbilt Cup," which had
enormous vogue at the Broadway
theater last year. The plecels .now
upon exhibition at the New York
theater, where popular prices pre-
vail, and it seems certain to renew
Its unquestionably strong hold up-
on this public. The scene In which
an automobile race • is reproduced
has been much elaborated for the
present Occasion, where the enor-
mous stage room furnishes ample
scope for the production of a most
impressive effect. Four big machines
are now used instead of two, as for-
merly, and the incident arouses the
crowd in front to great entn
usiasm.
'rhe engagement of Blanche Bates
at the Academy of Music in "Th
e
Girl of the Golden West" Is for fou
r
'weeks only, and there is an enormou
s
demand fir tickets covering the en-
tire period.
William A. Brady and '.Ioieph R
Gristlier are advertising that seats ar
e
on salefor the next twelve weeks 
at
the Savoy theater where "The Man
of the Hour" has been attracting
practically universal attention. This
seems to promise that the play may
remain In New York the entire sea-
son.
In their Sunday announcements the
Messrs. Shubert aed Anderson de-
clared in very large type that 71.466
pereona.had visited the Hippodrome
during the week Just closed.
The new ettrhy at Joe Weber's thea-
ter has the appearance of being quite
the most substantial success ever
known in that establishment. The
management does not know how it is
possible, but the tact remains thio
the receipts every night exceed by
forty or !thy dollars the 'high water
mark previously achieved. This show
will easily run until hot weather and
even longer, if Mr. Weber so decides.
At the !Wiese.° theater every night
upon the close oi "The Rose of the
Rancho," Forty-second street, one oft
the broadest lanes 'of traffic in New,
York, is so blocked with private equip
ages and automobiles that it requires
all the skill of a half-dozen mounted
policemen and as many more on foot'
to untangle the mate.
One Samuel Sotrierman comes, for-
ward with the e4airn that Ciiiries
Klein's latest play, "The Daughters
of Men," is pot original with that au-
thor, but is founded upon the manu-
script of Whieffman's. Suit la being
pashed to prove the assertion, and It
appears that Mr. Schieffmaa nag time
and money to Incinerate. "The
Dam ug ii tors or Men" is scarcely worth
the powder that will be ignited.
Eleanor Robeon's next production.
"Salem!, Jane,•" by Paul Armstrong.
wilt reach the light on Satorday, Jan-
uary 19, at the Liberty theater. Re-
hearsals have already been in pr.,
gress for a fortnight, and expectation
runs high regarding the outcome.The
locale of this drama * western, anil
the principal character is a Be t
Harte heroine said to he suited very
closely to Miss Robson's attractive
temperiment and exquisite art.
LEANDER RICHARDSON.
PILES cuscp IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMITNT is guaranteed to cure Any
case of ttchlag. Bltod. Bleeding or PrOtrudiag
Piles in 6 to 14 d•ys Or mosey refunded. Soc.
"Is he a close friend?" "I shot]:
say so. He Wouldn't even lend me to
dollar."--Cleveland Plain Dealer.
A Wonderful Happening.
Port 'Byron, N. Y., has witnessed
on of the most remarkable (*Finn of
healing ever reccirded Amos
King, of that place ways: "Bucklen
Arnica Seise cured a wire on my ieg
with which I had entered neer St
years. I,am now eighty-five" ati a r-
iinesed to (Ilea all fOreg, by n14 ding-
gent., Ilk.
Every time you do a worthy Was


















After inventory each year we have
a general clean-up sale. This year
larger than ever. Look for ad.




Inquisitive Old Gent (on -depot Man was not made for the sake of
platform to ivinded suburbanite) — morals, but morals for the making of
What is your pursuit in life? Subur- the perfect man.
hanite--- It depends upon whether I
am corning or going.. It's the 7:48 Sometimes a woman marries a man
train in the morning and the 6:12 at to reform him, and some times she
night.—Life. .gets a divorce for the same purpose.






Near city, fertile, 'high, dry land, in best neighborhood;
Have just platted Into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines lands on *test. Bounded
next to city by Perkins Creek and Pines lands between,
Buckner Lane Road and Hinkleville Gravel ,Road. Has 4138
fedt frontage on Buckner Lane Road, said road just
graveled in front of this land. Has 757 feet front on
Hinkleville Gravel Road, and plat giVes 40 feet cross roads
through the tract, so that each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roach or these newly opened roads. Moat -of the
lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on Hinkleville road has
nice grove of forest trees on it and lays so as to make ideal
residence sites.
Price on the Ilinkleville road front is $100.00 per acre, of
which $10 acre cash and balance In monthly or quartet-4- pay-
ments running the years. All other lots $65 acre on same
terms. While these pricey are uniform, there is difference in
desirability of lots and first customersget choice. Come
and see plat and list mete who have taken dozen lots before I
could get the parcels staked off. For home or inverament tote
you lo-;e opportunity if 4ou fall to take this. On one lot Is new
5-room house which Is priced at $800 additional to cost' of
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Leaves Jackson With Knowl-
edge of Authorities
Has Been Threatened By Callahan
and Proraiised immunity for
Keeping Mumni.
THEY WOULD THROW HIM DOWN
Jackson, Ky., Jan. 14.—The dis-
appearance of Jehri---Smtth; one of the
,eenleeeesfessed murderers of Dr. B. D.
Cox, is true only so tar as the de-
fense is concerned, as Smith's where-
abouts is known to the repreeenta-
pros of the coMmonwealth and Judge
T. P. Cardwell. Jr., and his presence
welt be felt at the proper time. Smith
left Jarleon Friday afternoon on
horseback for his home and ae he
Cr. seed the bridge leading from Jack-
son to South Jackson .he said. he be-
lieved that his contests:on would ee-
gulf W an uprising on the part or
Ed Callahan and the Hareems and he
thought it best to leave town.
Smith said he had heard of many
threats recently to the effect that
should he confees ihis life would pay
the penalty, and as Callahan' had
made threats to him personny, he de-
cided it wosid be best to make him-
self scarce. These alleged threats
were first emade to Smith last August
about the time of the trial at Beatty-
vine, when it first became known
that members of Smith's family Were
trying to get him to eoufees. He
was at that time incarcerated in the
Breathitt county jail at Jackson, and
later was removed to the jail at
Beattyville. He says he was visited
daily by Callahan and Hargis, who
implored him to remain quiet, prom-
ising him that he would be taken
Care of, and at the same time making
despereen threats against him should
he te.e state's evidence. Shortly
after the trial of French and Smith
and Abner at Eterattyville, which re-
suited in a hung jury, Smith and Air
ner were releaeed on bad signed by,
fiargla and Calerahan. After his re-
turn home Smith says his wife began
to work on him when his mother and
brother left off, and beseeched him to
tell all he knew about the allegied
plots to slaughter Marcum, Cox and
Oockrel. Mrs. Smith told him, ne
said, that it was the purpose of Jim
Ilta.rgii to get him-self whilewitened
and leave the tools to suffer, and that
it he must suffer, to do so with a
clear conscience.
Indian Railroad President.
An Indian chieftain as a railroad
president is a rare thing, but that is
what Presiderrt Porter, chlof of
Creeks, is Ills railroad is the In-
dian Central. It la capitalized at
$15,000,000 and contemplates the con
etruction of 4410 miles of railroad in
Indian Teri leery and Oklahoma with-
in the next two years The road Le-
al tr3 at Ponca City and runs south-
cast to Paris, Texas. with a branch
line gunning from the Red river north
went to Oklahoma Citp.--Kansas
,City. Star.
LAME EVERY MORNING.
A Rad Rack is Always Worse in the
Morning—Paducah People are
Finding Relief.
A bark that aches all day and
causes discomfort at night is usually
worse in the morning. Makes you
feel 4s if you hadn't slept at all.
Can't cure a bad back until you
cure the kidneys. Doan's.' Kidney
Pills cure sick kidneys—make you
feel better, work better, rest better
• and sleep better. .
Permanent cures in Parincah prove
the merit of Doan's.
W. H. Smith, residing at 1204
South Fourtn Street, Paducah. says:
"My back has troubled me for some
years past. It would ache so just
&soy; the hips that I would have to
go and lie down and then I couldn't
get up without help. My deughter
would apply plasters and mustard
end everything else to see if I could
not get relief. They would basin me
temporarily. but it would return aeon
as severe as ever. One day we noticed
Donna Kidney Pills advertised at L.
S. DuBois, Son & CO's. drug store
and got a box. I took them as direct-
ed and in *beetle week I was ably°
go about My work as usual, the
lameness; in my hack and shoulders
ceased and the kidneys began to pee-
form their w in the regular and
natural way. I found out it was kid-
ney trouble that caused me to ache
so much, and I was positive it was
Dean's Kidney Pills that relieved me
of all the trouble. I can cheerfully
endorse them."
For aisle by all dealers. Price 50
BOOM BREATHITT
FRIENDS .HOLD MEETING IN HIS
BEHALF AT HOPKI
Resolutions Adopted Recommending
.1 Him for Republican Outiermi-
torbil Nomination.
flopkinaville, Ky., Jan. At a
meeting of tber friends of Judge
James Breathitt at the court house
Saturday .with Judge • William T.
Fowler, chairman, and W. R. Wicks,
secretary, the following resolutions,
offered by John Feland, were unani-
mously adopted, on motion of C. 0.
Prowse:
Whereas, :various complimentary
notices have aispeared in the prem of
the state in connection with the Re-
publican nomination for governor of
Kentucky, in which it wan -urged
that our fellow-townsman, tile Hon.
James Breathitt, be made the nomi-
nee of his party for said office; and,
Whereas, various prominent men
throughout the state have advocated
his claim and urged his nomination
to the highest office iv the gift of
the people of this state; therefore be
it -w
Resolved, by this meeting of his
fellow Republican citizens of Chris-
thee county, first, That we heartily
recommend him to the Republicans
of Kentucky as a Alan in every way
suited to the high office of chief ex-
ectitive of the 'state, His public life
as a lawyer and Judge, together with
his noble qualities of both mind and
heart, make him worthy -of any hon-
or that may be conferred upon him.
Second. In his behalf we desire to
express gratitude for the many kind
notices that have been made, and
aseure the Republicans throughout
the state of our loyalty and devotio
n
to his cause.
'Mint That we request the papers







This notice, posted on a recently
built fence, was encountered by con-
tractors in the rear of the Gregory
Vinegar works directly on the route
of the main sewer district No. 2, and
neeeesitated the changing of the
flallte, but ten The anitermengere
Engineers encountered no block-
ades to the rightsof way, and antici-
pated no trouble until the newly
built fence was approached the fresh-
ly painted sign served as a warning
Turning a sharp angle, the sewer
ditch was deg to the railroad. It
made the route shorter, and no nego-
tiations were required with the rail-
road company which owns the prop-
erty through which the new route
was mapped.
"PROGRESS"
"The Old He Taketh Away, In Order
That He May Establish the New."
The Words of Pahl to the He-
brews the• Rev. W. E. Cove applied
to a modern lesson in his sermon at
the First Prasbyterian church Yes-
terday morning'. Ile sees the rule in
nature, when the luscious fruit ma-
ceeds the bud. It is the nature of or-
derly progremerin, he said. in this
he saw hope and encouragement for
those who feel they have lost, be-
cause the plans they builded so care-
fully have been destroyed. He said
the spoiling of human plans is a
way of Providence to recall the fact
that a higher power controls our
destinies. But the new, he said
always ready to supplant the o
ld. It
Is the man, who is prepared, that
beckons the leerier iq the new. He
mentioned Joshua and Paul as men
who were prepared when toe great
opportunities came.
Prospects Attendant on DeV1.101 
apf (lay Mines.






paid annually by Draught:Iles Practical,Business
Colleges to teachers. The students at all of
Draughon's 28 Colleges get the benefit of the
valuable suggestions and the
COMBINED IDEAS
of this GREAT ARMY of teachers. Per when-
ever a valuable suggestion is made at one of
Draughon's Colleges it is passed to the other
twenty-seven—an ailyantage that CANNOT be
had at any other business college
IN THE WORLD,
as Draughon's chain of colleges is the longest
and strongest in THE WORLD.
NIGHT and DAY Sessions
I raduc f), 
Ky „ 0 Ph
3_1,4d 31601:er-0a:1755.e A.
SUPREME JUDGES SAY •
__lids conceded by over 3o per cent of the official
Court Reporters of the United States that one can,
by the study of the system of Shorthand taught
by Draughon's Colleges, acquire at least 3. per
cent more speed than can be acquired by any
other system, and that it can be learned as quick-
ly as Any system worth learning.
- SEND FOR IT
  Draughon's "Eye-Opener," a 48-page booklet,
Will (inert the eyes of the blind and unstop the
ears of the deaf—those who are not already con-
vinced that Draughon gives the BEST courses
of instruction in Bookkeeping, Shorthand, etc.
NIGHT School—Special Rates
POSITIONS
Drang.hon glees written: contracts to -secure
goon' pocitions with reliable firms or to rill-41—
aq money paid for tuition.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Catalogue will convince you nieit Draughon's
Practical Business Colleges arej/fe bet. Write,
call, or telephone for it. Address leaugheies
Practical Business College, at any place given on
above map.
DIPLOMA THAT HAS VALUE
A diploma frbii Drauglion's Practical Busi-
ness Colleges represents in business circles what
I larvard's and Vale's renresent in literary circles.
$5 in Gold you‘.• Given to 
If You Will Furnish a More Convincing
Argument Than the Following
IA Deposit in Bank.)
THIS crarunr.
s that $erio.00 has beeu
deposited in this bank for twelve mouths
by DRAUGHON'S PRACTICAL BUSI-
NESS COLLEGE CO, as • guarantee of good
faith that it will make good its proposition pub-
lished in its booklet entitled "Draughon's Eye-
Opener," which proposition is in substance as
follows:
Two studsnts may be selected to take book.
keeping--one THREE months in one of Draugh-
on's Colleges, and one SIX months in any other
business college in the laiited States; mid at the
mei of THREE and SIX months, respectively,
these students are to he examined by three
judges—practical bookkeepers—one each to he
selected by the respective colleges, the two
judges to select the third one, the majority to
rule, and if Draughon's THREE-MONTHS' stu-
dent has not as good or BETTER knowledge of
bookkeeping than the Other college's SIX-
MONTHS' student, Draughon will pay tuition
for said student and all the expenses of the exam-
ination; the examination to consist of making
such entries as conic up in keeping books
for mercantile houses and banks, plain double-
enary bookkeeping for copartuersiiips and cor-
porations. etc., changing.books from single to
double entry. opening and cfosing books for co-
partnership firms and corporations.
[Signed] CITY SAVINGS BANK,
Per A. S. WILLIAMS, President.




28 Colleges in 16 States
Iuternational in reputation; indorsed by busi-
ness men from Maine to California. Let us tell
you more about Draughon's Colleges. Call,
phone, or write for catalogue.
LEARN BY MAIL-13ooldreiping, Penmanship,
"`'` 
AT 
Letter Writing. Arithmetic, Drawing.
HOME
Illustrating, Law (qualify for practice),
Business English, Etc, Money bark if
not satisfied after taking a course by _mail.
Write to-day for prices on Home Study.
NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS.
Serious trouble and possible blood-
shed may result at Prestonburg to
-
morrow when the county court will
hear the first move in the effort to get
thousands of acres of land under land
grants issued over 100 years ago by
the state of Virginia. It is said '1,500
armed men. will swarm into the 1ft-
'tie town' determined to protect their
Property .w•th firearpi s if they think
it necessdry. A similar hearing will
be held at Pikeville, Tu ay, 
and
fears a trouble are entertaine here.
It is estimated that fully 3,40.0 ar
men will be on hand there.
-In a speeial message sent to con-
gress yesterday, President Roosevelt
urges immediate action by the United
States government in aiding in the
work of restoring the Coe:or-ado river
to its original channel, pointing out
tett unless the stream is diverted
from the Imperial valley of lower
California Immense property losses
will result, tie estimates that $2,-
0.010,0414 is a sufficient amount for the
necessary emergency work.
By an agreement reached by the
engineers and managers of all rail-
roads west of Chicago to the Pacific,
salaries will be iocreased an aggre-
gate of between $5.0i0.0,0111) and $6,-
000,000 pearly and between linnet)
and 20,001) men will be affected. The
agreement reached was a compromise,
the employes withdrawing their de-
mand, among others, for an eight-
hour day.
Mrs. Irene Steele, of Chicago ident-
ified as her husband's the scraps of
clothing found after J. Rollo Steele
had thrown a bomb in the Fourth
street aaational bank, of Philadelphia.
killing himself and Casliter McLear
Mrs. Steele will testify at the coron-
er's inquese
In the handsome Chicago mansion
of. Mee Potter Palmer the American
Civic Federation and representatives
various labor organizations met
fqr a discussion of the abolition of
labor trotthes. Addresses were made
by several eatable leaders of both
sides.
That the Weeding and race track
interests of Tenne.ssee soon will be
wiped out is the belief expressed by
leading turfmen of Nashville as a
result of -the practical asosurance that
eit the anti-race bitting bill will pass
during the present session of the
of Tennessee legielature.
Ceilloway county was organized last
weeltQatel added another industry to
western Kentucky, The capitaliza-
tion it $10.0;001) and the ctse mines
are ;oersted near Berdin, Marshall
icounty, and also In Callaway county.
!Officers of the corporation are H. Da-
vies. presidents and Dr. J.
M. Robinson, Guthrie, secretary and
treasurer. The corporation wIll hire-
lah clay suitable to the manufacture
of high-class ware. It is stated that
ipotteries may be estnblieehd In Prade-
'cab because of the proximity to the
clay mince economizing in roAlrcrad
shipping expenses.
_
Atents. i re 'A 
girl would rather hnve a leg seer
Foster-Milburn Co.. Buffalo, New that she can hi
de than one little
York, Sole agents foe the United freckle that ski 
Can't.
Statea. IRemember the name—Dose's—And • It's a strong New Year's





The time far pooling'tobacco with
the Burley Growers' association fine
expired. A meeting of the executive
committee will be held Tuesday at
Winchester with a view ta Perfeetang
the details of the organization.
Champ Clark, of Almond, Issued
a statement in Washington in which
he declared he is not a candidate for
the minority leadership of the house
to succeed John Sharp Williams, of
Miseissippi.
The statement of the New York
clearing-house banks for the past
week shows that the banks hold Un-
C)41),7r00,1 more than the legal ravel vs
requirements. This is an increase. of
$6;4412,87; as compared with -the
previous week.
Secretary of the Interior MUM%
is has withdrawn 6444.110 Acres of
unallenated public later? !re western
Colorado. from all form', Of disposal
under the publie land laws for ;n ad-
dition to the Uncompaghre forest re-
serve.
The tobacco-growing factions in
Caldwell county held meetings in
Princeton, -both sides adopting pacific.
tory resolutions,
LIVE LIKE A KING.
It's Noi a Difficult Matter in it Modern
New York Hotel:
No crowned head ever 'allowed n-
it for a night's lodging with the saf-
letateden of knowing that under the
.aame rensfethere was a thoesand per-
sons paid 't'silook after its safety,
comfort, and Itextrry, unites that
crowned head foundrdeself in a mod-
ern New York hotel, wh4ra,,a regiment.
of s"help" is employed, eonk4ging of
clerk 3, chefs pastry cooks, 'meat
eooks, bakery men, soup cooks, d
feet yes, watchmen, engineers, elec-
tricians, plumbers, caepenters, laun-
drymen. doormen, porters, butlers,
waiters, stewards, wine and cigar ex-
texts, decorators, meeengers, waiting
Any person with roue dollairt in
maids, and chambermaids.
his pocket can have the advantages
of this regimental array of servants
for one day by paying the price of a
room at an" of the greater hortele
recently constructed in thsr motropolIe,
though, of course, four dollars is the
lowest figure. Many of the rooms
cost•dotible that sum a day, and some
of the state apartments, with bed-
rooms, gorgeous parlor, private din-
ingroom and bath, are not let for less
than $100 or $125 a day. Even the
four dottier rooms -have baths, but in
no ease does the price of room e:
apartment include meals. There ari
but two real Broadway or ap-town
hotele in New York at the present day
that adhere to the American plan-
room and meals for a fixed price--
end they are the Fifth Avenue Hotel
and the Broadway Central.—Suecese.
The Dreams of "Jilt)" Hill. •
As a dreamer. builder, fighter, con-
queror, !leery 1‘.. Hyde pictures the
grand character and figure of James
J. Hill in a remarkable article in the
February Technical Magazine. Full
of dramatic legion, the story of the
dreams and the triunips of this "griz-
zled old man of the Northwest" is of
gtrater and more absorbing interest
n any story of fiction. The
rea legs of his tremendous in
and the sure, swift and firm grip 
0.
his mighty business arm, in "making
his dreams come trge," furnish and
have furnished business wonders for
Americans aud for the world toegape
at for a decade. This is an intimat
e
view of the man himself under the
light of his great deeds and an explan-
ation of, not an apology for, some that
hive been criticised, "Driven by thi
demons" of hi a wonderturi dreams. ie
development, the man is represented
as conquering becateseehe:muat coti
quer, fighting because he must fight
building, developing constructing-
Ms crushing obstacles and ou
twitting
samba because of the compelling ne.
essalti• put"uptin him la tbeae dreamt!
That 'Intuit come true." "JIM" Hell
Is a wonderful matt. He is a king of
-- —
a great domain. He is a mighty nian
of business war, a gent of commer-
cial power. Much has heee written
of him, from almost every conceiva-
hfe (ruin eulogy to bitter
accusation, but this brief view of the
man in this light as "The Gray Dream
Cr," is new and true. The ,writer
touches a chord in this article in
ehich, if the oasital reader will but
listen, he will hear a note that will
lead him to a 'better understandiuk
of .such a man—of all strati men.
Like all constructive effort, Hlins
work is beneficent, even. though some
portion of the great machinery some-
times inevitably becomes a Jugger-
naut to a lessor power which opposes.
Unlike the- power of mere -wealth,
which preys or parasites upon the
national life, Hill's poSier builds.and
develops, and stirs every artery in the
national body into invigorating life,
,t Memorable Day.
One of the 'days we remember with
pleasure, as well as with profit to our
health, is tee one on which we became
a ditinted withDr. King's New Life
Pills, and p inner purifiers that cure
headache a biliousness, and keep
the bowels glut. 25c. at all drug
stores.
"So you thought you would take a
chance in the stock market?"
• "Yes," answered the disareiro nth! I
citizen; "I thought so. - I olian't
know it was against the rules to allow ,
an outsider like me to have a (hence.'
--Washingron Star.
All leading hotels, restaurants and
dining cars serve Mrs. Austin's Pan-
cakes for breakfast. Much the beet-
Significance is not a matter of bulk
SHOE
Look for name in strap
The Kendal
Brains evolved the Kendal.
There's not an iota in its
























Most styles are $3
FOR INSURANCE
That Inaures See
ABRAM L WEIL & CO.
cyclone, life, bonds, accident, liability,
health, marine,.boiler, plate glass,
Campbell









January 21st to 26thl
The Paducah Light and
Power Co., Inc.
se'





BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
necoaronAvstr•
r. 11.. FISHER, Presages!.
X J. PAXToN, General Manages'.
suescairri ON RATE/Is
abered at the postoEce at Paducah.
as second class matter ),
THE DAILY SUN
By carrier, per week $ .V)
By mail, per month, in advance .26
By Mail, Per year, in advance Lie
THE WEEKLY SUN
Per year, by mail, postage paid. SLIIII
Address THE BUN. Paducah. Ky.
lane% 115 South Third. Phones 31I1
Payne a Young, Clueage and Kew
fork representatives.
THE BUN can be found at the follow-
s,. places:








1 3930 17 3963
I ... . .. —.8890 18 3921
4 ...... ..3877 19 ..........949
6  3868 20 . , ... ...3926 
3935 91 3938
7 3896 29 3439
8  3894 24 3939
V0(,,.......3874 26 3961
11 3881 -27 3925
12 3927 28 3932
13 3934 29........3899
14 3921 31 3888
16 3914
Total ▪ 97,921
Average for December, 1906 -3,917
Average for December, 190,5...3,740
Increase  177
Personally appeared before
this, Jan. 1 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Dec./ 19W, is 
true to the






"Power in life is simply putting
our plielidons, into harness:4'.
SID/WALKS AND SEWERS.
Sidewalks and sewers receive dtie
recognition by Mayor Yeieer. He is
still urging the building of sidewalks
ehotet Broadway to -the city limits. In-
deed, it -does look bad to see the
white concrete, give way to uneven
lige lc walks, and 'tliehtiit "fufedw in-
' die into cinder paths, before the
street cars turn and whisk the
stranger's gaze away .from Paducah:s
shortcomings. Sewers, too, we-must
have. "Health is to be ooneidered
above money," said the mayor, and
he evidently has :some referenee to
sewer district No. 3. He is right,
generally speaking, but we fear that
In the third district the question of
health is to encounter the gueetion
of bread and butter and education, as
It has no where else in the city. Many
small home owners, are in debt, and
make just enough to live on besides
Paying the interest. It wou4 be.
sad spectacle rf a man were compelled
to lose his home to pay a sewer as-
sessment.. It could be sadder still if
It compelled his children to quit
school. Yet, the mayor is righ)t,
health must come first. Ve must hit
upon a plan that will elimiaate the
downright hardship of the proposi-
tion and still secure .th-e• tenefits of
the sewer.
Under the usual plan of making
one assessment, the contractor looks
to each property owner for his Jodi-
vidua: assesement, and tacks on about
25 per cent to his bid to covet the
expense and delay of collections. If
the money was on hand to pay him
as the work progressed the contrac-
tor would only bid with regard-to the
actual work of budding the sewer
and knock off the additional 25 per
cent.
The legislature enacted a law, for
7110 other purpose than that of reldev-
ing the burden on small property
owners and procuring the work done
at a minimum cost. This plan per-
mits a city to issue !levier bonds to
cover the coat of the work, and make
the assessment a lien ow the Proper-
ty and payable in ten annual Install-
ments. in this way the assessment,
Instead of being a heavy burden to
the property owner, tti distributed
*over ten years, and the cost is made
25 per cent lees to him.
Because a man Is poor is no rea-
son why he does not need sewer con-
nections for hie house. He is not
the otily one interested., The whole
community Is affected by the condi-
tion of his premises. It is worth
little to a man to have sewer connec-
tions In district No. 1 or 2, if an epi-
demic 'Itasca; In some other section of
the city, where they have no sewers.
Sewers are needed all over Paducah,
but let us acquire them In a manner
that will not discourage hotirie buy-
ing.
Reciprocal demugrage has a good
*mind. We all like the Idea of re-
ciprocity, when reciprocity mous
"handing it back" to the other Fel-
low. People, who have been charges'
$10 a day detnurrage for failure to
unload a box ear within a definite
period and then have waited until
the market changed on them for the
railroad to deliver another car, wil:
be glad to "reciprocate." A bill has
been introduced in congress provid-
ing for thib. very thing. A shipper
is to be given 48 hours in which to
unload a car. Then he Pays $1 per
day thereafter detnurra.ge. A rail-
road.must move a car GO miles a day
or forfeit $1 to the patient sipper.
It also is given 48 hours In which to
furnish a car, with longer time when
the order Includes a large number
of cars, forfeiting $1 per day for
failure to deliver on time. It's a
satisfying plan, that of reciprocity,
when it involves the principle of
"getting even."
While the works of mercy are of
the most immediate necessity, tke
frauds exposed by the Charity club
are as beneficial to the community as
the distress relieved. Nothing else
so dampens the ardor of a naturally
charitable person and lessens the ef-
forts in behalf of the deserving poor,
as to find some rascal oollectingealms
in the garb of penury. Let us rid
Paduceth of the imposters, and then
let us court blessing by comforting
the poor.
The p• oison of tfbarhery, the fear
of his own servants and body guard,
the suspicion of his owneiltousehold,
these are the things that trouble the
head that wears the Russian crown.
Assassins are removing one by one
the czar's closest allies. Gradually
the Terrorists are creeping nearer the
throne. The Little Father probably
has died a thor nd deaths in a
month. ••  0 
John D. Rockefeller may have cle-
velOpieteluto the head of a monster
predatory trust, and many of the
evil things said against him may be
true, but we hare yet_ te hear that he
spent his youth smoking cigarettes
and drinking whisky. Predatory in-
stinct fostered under such condi-
tions seldom aspires higher than
picking pockets or eheating at cards.
President Baer, of the Delaware &
Lackawanna, may ce,nsider himselio a
steward of the Almighty; but it is
patent that Providence is not work-
ing in sympathy with the coal trust
this winter May it send us a cool
summer.
There is grim humor in the indig-
nant outbwret of Ben Til:man against




Those who believe that the munic-
ipal ownership idea is an imnsa.ctic-
able one under present conditions of
society have repeated illustrations
furnished to them trom the current
news items which the telegraph
brings from the different parts of the
United States. Once in a great while
the story is. told of an experiment of
the' kind ,which appears to be suc-
cessful, But the reports of an oppo-
site nature.. seem to be increasingly
frequent.
The latest community to proclaim
the rnesasge of failure is the state
capital of Illinois, There a municipal
lighting plant was estalftished a doz-
en years ago, after a campaign of
hasty generalizations. "More, better
and cheaper iight" was the slogan of
the victors. The experience of the
years is now summed up in the state-
ment that the plant cost the city an
exorbitant price to start with, that it
has proved a losing proposition
financially, despite a number of fav-
ors never granted to private enter-
prises, and that it. is now antiquated
and worn out. No attention has beeu
given to the important matter of re-
pairs.
A 'franchise for a new lighting
company of private owners is now be-
ing considered for' the benefit of the
city. It is the game story always
The expense of the undertaking usu-
ally exceeds the original estimate on
which the arguments to the people
rest. What is everybody's business
soon becomes nobody's care. The
men in charge lack skill and business
sense. No provision Is made for the
needful repairs and Improvements
The plant goes to pieces, with ill
feeling on every hand.
Private individuals have given a
large amount of thought to the best
ways of getting income out of out-
lay. They make many experiments
at times before the right paths open
before them. They learn to Watch
all poseible leakages. They save in
the small matters. They give up
machinery or methods that are un-
profitable or out of date. Then, after
long trial, they may find Just the
right plan for winning SUCCORS In
their, enterprises from the mechanical
point of view, and so lay the founda-
tions for financial success also.
The eases where rretnicipal owner-
ship has proved successful .after a
trial of years seem to be few when
compared with the constantly recur
ring instances where it has turned out




Illinois Central Treats Amica-
bly With Enginemen
This System Is Di‘iding Line and
.4.greement Is Effectit e in
the West.
FIVE MILLIONS ANNUALLY
John Trantham, Joe Pierce and
Joe A. McCann, engineers on the
Louisville division of the Illinois Cen-
tral, were instrumental in effecting
one of the biggest increases in wages
ever allowed employes by railroads
as a body, and it will affect 4041 en-
gineers on the Louisville, Nashville
& Tennessee divisions of the Illinois
Central, meaning ti.botit a 10 per
cent average raise taking both
freight and passenger engineers in a
body. The delegates from the Louis-
ville division returned Saturday sat-
isfied with the agreement, and the
following telegram from Chicago ex-
plains the agreement fully:
Chicago, Jan, 14.—After a series
of negotiations "which have lasted
daily through a period of several
weeks, western railroads decided, by
agreement 11th their men, to grant
increased wages to locomotive en
gineers, aggregating between $5,-
0 tel),to 041 and $6,4-soo,.000 annually.
The Increase. will affect between 15,-
000 and 2.0.000 engineers on all the
railroads wese of Chicago to the Pa-
cific coast, north of the Canadian
border an dsouth to the Gulf of Mex-
ico The negotiations were carried
on between a committee headed by
chief W. S. Stone, of the Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers, and anoth-
er of general managers representing
all the railroads.
• The advance in wages applies te
all classes of engineers. On passen-
ger locomotives the engineers will te-
ceive a five-cent increase on a 100-
mile run. On freight engines the in-
crease will range between eight and
twelve cents per 100 miles. In all the
larder freight yards, the switch en-
gineers, who receive the greatest ben-
efit from the increases, will receive
an addition of btween fifty and sev-
enty-five cents a day, with the assur-
ance that they shall not be kept out
more than twelve hours.
Apparently the spirit of compro-
mise governed the negotiations, for
the engineers have practically agreed
to give up their contention for an
eight-hour day—that Is an eight-
hour day with respect to being cred
ited with a run f. 100 miles; have
abandoned their increased demands
regarding pay for overtime and will
not insist on their original demand
with regard to sight competency of
engineers', ,The swOch engineers de-
manded an allowance of time and
one-boll for overtime in excess of
two hours, which was not granted. •
-'Phis is the first time in railroad
history when the demands of a labo,
organization have been made and
have been considered as a whole by
all the railroads in a large territory
The Illinois Central is taken as
the dividing line, and from the Illi-
nois Central west the agr,ement is
effective.
Some people haven't even enough





OUR Cut Price Sales onMen's and Bops" Suits,
Topcoata,Overcoats and Rain-
coats offers you an opportu-
nity you should take advan-
tage of Never before have
such price redactions been
made, and never before on
such lines— raincoats, blue
and black suits.
The New Store promised
different merchandising, how-
ever, and if you will follow
US you will find it.
5441,00 Suite and down
*25.00 Suitt; and down.
SIN 00 Suits and down ...
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TAX LISTS
WILL BE READY FOR NEXT
TERM OF CIRCUIT COURT.
Hon. E. H. Pnryear Will Finish His
Work of Preparing Descriptions
Tomorrow This Week.
Hon. E. H. Puryear, who has been
employed to prepare descriptions of
hundreds of pieces of property on
the delinquent list for city taxes,will
complete his work this week and
City Solicitor Campbell may then
file suits to enforce liens, so the cas-
es may be tried at the next term of
the McCracken circuit court, Tnis
work as been exceedingly tedious,
as Judge Puryear had to go back
through the records, securing com-
plete descriptions. His work has
been systematicallydone. Solicitor
Campbell also has employed system
in his preparations. He has indexed
ail the suits and cierefullk arranged
them so that there are no duplica-
tions. All the oases will be filed at
once, and practically tried at the
same time thus saving time and
costs
SUNDAY SCHOOL
Institute Meets at Louisville Febru-
ary 18-=.
The fifth session of the now fa-
mous Pastors! Sunday .3chool insti-
tute meets in Louisville, February
18-22. Some of the finest talent in
America has been engaged. Those
who have attended the former ses-
sions know how high grade it is,oth-
ers can form no conception of it. Mr.
Marion Lawrence, Mr. B. W. Spil-
man, C. G. Trumbull editor of tne
Sunday School Times; Dr. J. P.
Green, president of William Jewel
College; the editors of the Sunday
School literature of the Presbyterian,
Baptist, Christian cud Methodist
churches, and several more of like
kind will take part on the program.
Never before has there been so much
interest in the Sunday school or in
the pastor's work in the Sunday
school. The theological seminaries,
tne denominational papers and de-
nominational meetings are all giving
vastly more attention to it than ever
before. This institute will be a means
of unifying, amplifying and intensi-
fying these effor
the state can poes




be entertained, provided names are
sent in by February 12. Not only
pastors, but superintendents and
teachers as well should attend. Re-
duced rates ha4 beep applied for
and good boarding can be secured at
$1 per day. For program and full
particolars address E. A. Fox, Louis-
ville Trust Building. Louisville, Ky.
OLYMPIAN GAMES
Used By St. Paul As Subject for
Scriptural Lesson.
— -
At - the Broadway Methodist
Churiii "yesterday mOrnAg the Rev.
W. T. Bolling, D. D., spoke most elo-
quently on "The Race and the Wit-
nesses" 
• powerful sermon biz on the
from Hebrews xliie. It wasct, 
preparation made by the runners in
the ancient Olympic *Gigs for the
goal on which the' ha l set their
eyes, and to attain which every sac-
rifice was willingly made. Continu-
ing St. Paul's application of It to the
church he enumerated the "weignts"
which may so laden the Christian of
today and prevent his running well,
and urged the eating of all these
aside; also gUeetsIng the "sin
which doth so easily beset us" as the
"besetting pin" which each person
has, ate which Is lenown only to him-
self often. In concluelon 'ne vividly
pictured the legions of heavenly wit-
nesses watching the racers of today,
those who have run and won, add
have left their victories RS a glorious
heritage ant example. A large con-
gregation was present and, also, at
night.
"Abide with Me" was Impressive-
ly sung for the evening offertory by
Mr, Pope, of Vincennes, Ind.
TWO PADUCAHANS
Whale Addresee* Appear In "Ken-
tucky Eloquence."
"Kentucky Eloquence," by Bennett
H. Young and a staff of editors, has
been published. The tbook Includes
lectures, poems and amigo exclusive-
ly by Kentuckians. Among those
whose addresses are given is one by
Attorney C. C. Graseham made In
presenting Governor Beckham to an
audience. lion. Emmet W. Rugby
also has an address in the book made
on the death of President McKin:ey.
Henry Waterson and Senator James
B. McCreary assisted editing .the
book.
With 2,0000000 freight care ln use
in this country, the daily_ cry, the
hoer:), cry, '`Morsi cars, more cal s."
New cars are put In service almost




Send a Copy of
-THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
AvE are making a special mailing
rate of $250, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives pr friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358




Broadwsy Organization Elects Offi-
cers for Year.
The Senior Epworth League of the
Broadway Methodist church met last
evening at 6:30 o'clock ,and elected
officers for 1907 as follows: Presi-
dent, W. H. Sugg: firit vice-presi-
dent, or chairman of devotional de-
partmeht, W. R. Scott; second vice-
presiden' chairman of charity and
help department, Mrs. W. H. Sugg;
third vice-president, chairman of lit
erary and social department, Ildi-
Vihribla Newell; rouith • vice-pre-i
dent, chairman or missionary depae
ment, Mrs. Harry Weaves; treasurer
Miss Lettie Smith; secretary, Miss
Lillie May McGlathery; organist,
Miss Mary Bolling. The time of
meeting for the devotional services
was cnanged from Monday evening
to Sunday evening at 6:30 o'clock,
as sOme of the meinbers wish to at-
tend the Union Sunday School
Teachers' Training er class which
meets on Monday ,A separate night
will be fixed for the business and lit-
erary meetings and social features,
by the president and his cabinet.
SCHEDULE NOT COMPLETE.
John Trentham, of Firemen, Re-
turns FronasChicago.
John Trentham, chairman of the
local grievance committee of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen,
has returned from Chicago, where
he attended a meeting of the general
grievance committee composed of
chairmen of each local committee.
The matter of a new schedule was
discussed but not presented, being
Incomplete.
Pure Blood Is Eissebtial to Good
Dr. A. '1'. citscoverer of
Osteopathy, stated many years ago,
that perfect circulation of blood con-
ta!ning the proper food elements for
tissue nourishment was absolutely
essential for the maintenance of
health, and all researches along bac-
teriological lines have proven witt
Out doubt the fact.
Perfect circulation is dependent
on normal structure. As long as the
different parts of the human organ-
ism are in proper relation to each
other, and we observe the laws of
Nature, the arteries and reins will be
unimpinged and the blood drill"
freely.
Pure blood is the best germicide
known. Germs and their ill effects
will disappear from the presence of
pure blood.
The dry, hot-sir treatments that I
give, in connection with Osteopathy,
restores the circulation to Its normal
condition, and improves and stimu-
lates the blood. I have had marked
success in its use with people In Pa-
ducah tom all know well, and to
whom I can refer youg you wish.evl-
deuce of the fact.
The treatment is successful in all
eases of stomach and liver disorders,
malaria 'conditions, rhesimatism,
a and chronic headaches..
Froage, 5'9 Broadway.
Your Money
Cannot walk nor crawl away from you, nor be lost or
stolen when deposited at 4 per cent compound interest
in this bank.




Removal Sale of _ A1 Poilock's Jewelry Store
About February 15th we will take possession of our new store
room—now occupied by the Great Pacific Tea and Coffee Co.,
333 Broadway. in the meantime we have made' startling re-
ductions on our entire line of Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry.
This for two reasons.: First, we wish to move as little as pos-
sible of the present and, when we get into 6ur new location, we
mean to have a clean, new stock. If you neednything in our
line give us a call, for we have made a cut of 50 per cent in
many instances.
A. POLLOCK
640 Broadway. Ernpite Building
 ammismigimmomi
eeeeet eie':Y.Se.teattste
VOICE OF THE PEOPLE.
The Glass Plant.
Mr. Joseph L. Friedman, President
Commercial Club, Paducah, Ky,
Dear Sir: I am sending you data
regarding glass factory, and will
state at the outset, that the people
here are greatly pleased with their
proposition and those who have
been far thinkers in .the past, say,
the -people of Owensboro do not real-
ize what a very good industry it now
possesses. They are seriously think-
ing of getting another one WV Man-
itfaetures bottles; the proposition is
new before the citizens. The one here
now makes chittineys of all kinds. I
believe that you can gather from the
following what hed to be done tv
secure this valuable factory. The
business men of Owensboro bought
several. acres of ground and laid it
off into lots and sold 105 of them at
$230 each. Thls-ena'bled them to
nay for the land and to give a bonus
of 11114,0410 to the glass factory. The
fattory hag been in operation since.
last September and has shipped sev-
eral Carp of %ma chlruneist and lan-
tern globes, and I understand that
they have orders, already booked to
run to their foil capacity the rest of
the Inasson, .They employ about 00
people and their pay roll runs from
$1,500 to $2,000 a week. Tne glass
factory people seem well pleased
with, the outlook and our people are
well pleased with their investment.
One of the conditions upon which
this bonus of $18,000 and three
atres of ground, for the site, via
given that toe glass factory is not to
receive a deed to the propefry until
they 'have paid out the sum of $250,-
000 In wages. The plant cost about
$30,000. The outlook for the indus-
try as I see It is good and I believe
the cithsens of Paducah can make no
mistake in landing what I think a
treasure. Hoping to be able to fur-
ther you In this or any other matter
that lends improvement to our
growing and prosperous Ittle city,
and trusting this will meet the ap-
is of Paducah'e good People as
it hes with mine. I remain,
Sincerely your.,
LEE LEVY,
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAII
Reery acme makes you feel better. Las Poe
keeps roar whole inside. right. Bold on the
ntopei-back plan everywhere Price to cnos.
An average of 342 Hebrew immi-
grants arrive in New York City *very
There are 21)212 automobiles own-












▪ MOND1Y, JANUARY 14.
Rudy, Phillips êgo
111M220 BROADWAY
An Exceptional Sale of
Coat Suits
Monday we will place on sale .in our Ready-to-Wear
Department any Coat Suit, Ladies' or Misses, in stock at
Half Price
This is the greatest offer we ever 'made in this line, con-
sidering the quality and nobby style which we are now




-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.





club has disbanded. Formerly ele-
gant quarters were mainteined over
the building now occupied by Lan-
ham's cafe on Fourth street.
-When you' oraer a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable snerks (not a
driver or hostler) who writes, ,flies
and fills the order at appointed
time. Palmer Transfer Co.
-Dr. V. Blythe has moved from
Fraternity building to 525 Broadway
next to Register building. Office
phones 870. residence 272.
-Fire company No. 1 was called
to A. Franke's plumbing shop on
lower Broadway Saturday afternoon
at .5 o'clock to extinguish a small
blaze caused by a defective flue in
the rear of the building.
-City subsernaers to the -Daily
Sun who wish. the delivery of theit
'papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to The San office. No attention•
will be paid to such orders when
given to our Carrion. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the Paducah
beer.
-Sexton, the sign writer, all
kinds of sign sad advertising ',rising,
fine painting of every chdracten-ht-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Phone 401.
-Parks and boulevards will be
built in: Gregory Heights, a suburb of
Paducah, this strummer. The owners
Intend to mane -it attractive to
strangers, and hope to seaure street
car facilities.
monia and not erpectedstanies,-Iitrs.
Bisnop was acquainted with the
facts and rsturned from Dawson last
evening to go to Nashville and at-
tend her brother's bedside,
-R. Lyles, a conductor for the
Paducah Traction company, fell
while coupling cars at the barn to-
day and severely injured his left
400 1-2 knee. Dr. Frank Boyd attended him.
-You know your calling cards
are correct when they mite Min The
Sun. Script cards and plate $1.50 a
hundred, the Old English $3.
--Globe Wernicke filing oases and
all supplies for them, also the beet
line of oarbone. A full line of blank
books and kinds of office supplies.
Telephone orders promptly filled. OW
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
-Wedding invitations, announce-
ments and every character of en-
graved wog( is given careful, per-
sonal etnenstion at The Sun.
-Mrs. Sam Cohen, of 1651 South
Sixth street, was called to Union
City, Tenn., to be at the bedside of
her husbanl who was seriously in-
jured by a fall.
-Wednesday afternoon the board
of ptiblie works will inspect the side-
walks on Second street from Ken-
tucky avenee to Washington street,
and on Washington street from Sec-
ond to Third street. If the work is
satisfactory it will be accepted and
the contractors awarded estimates.
-We have Slug Shot. that *111 de-
stroy all Insects on plants; and Plant
Food that will make plants grow.
Brunson, 529 Broadway.
-Rudy King, 12 years old, of
1021. Boyd sateen fell whilesterrivni-
to board a street car at Terrta street
and Broadway this morning and sus-
tained a long scalp ,wonnel. Dr. Frank
Boyd dressed the wound.
-Place your orders for wedding
invitations at home. The Sun /Mows
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at prises much lower than
you pay ennwhere.
-For high-grade wallpaper
Kelly ac-Ilmbaugh, 321 Kentucky Av.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro-
dust.. Remember that.
-Upright pianos from $100 to
$200. to reduce our stock of stightly
used pianos we make these offers. W.
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
-For best coal and bundled kind-
ling, phon 203, Johnston-Denker
Coal Co.
- The local Illinois Central
wrecker has returned from Bardwell
after working •tne fatal wreck in
which four men were killed Satur-
day Morning. Another freight wreck,
of small consequences. occurred at
Clinton, a few miles south of Bard-
well, a short time after the big
w reek.
-De. J. V. Viarli, dentist. 200
Fraternity building.
-Mr. Al Itisloqr at The ITIlliois
Central freignt depot, received a
telegram Sunday from Nashville an-
nouncing tnat his wife's brother, Mr.
Floyd Reed, is seriously ill of pnea-
Men's
ON and after January1, 1907, we will
close our store at 10
o'clock on week nights,
except Saturday, and at
9 o'clock Sunday nights.
Customers wishing pre-
scriptions or medicine.
after these hours will
find night bell at side
door on Fifth street.
R. W. WALKER CO.
=r-111111111 itacerPorekeri
InigliCitatti4lrf4
fl1 asOlnisfeb. kg Mist
Night" Bell at Side Door,
THS OF A DAY
Mrs. Chariinsshii. Gower.
Mrs. Charity M. °tower, 28 years
old, wife of A. G. Gower, of 727
Soutn Sixteenth street, died Sun-
day morning in Riverside hospital of
consumption. She came here two
years ago, and leaves a husband.
The body was taken to her old home
In Murray. Sunday afternoon,_ and
the burial will be this afternoOn at
Murray.
HOTEL 'ARRIVALS.
Palmer-W. M. CalgannClaro, Ill.;
F. M. Truby, St. Louis; 0:cf.:Paull.
ahmakaii! -J-111-f1C4emos111111111111/1milisr9
S. J. McCartney, New York: W. H.
Gilliam, Harrisburg, Miss.; C. H.1
Truitt, St. Louis; L. A. McCormack,
Louisville; C. H. Bradley, Murray:
G. 11, Green, Nashville; William
Saiee, Louisville; J. D. Kilmer, Co-
lurnbult, 0.; William Abraharnsoo,
Chicago; Roland Fisher, Louisville;
E. L. Miller, Cincirmati; W. R. Birth-
op, Cairo, 11.1.; Mott Ayres, Frank-
fort.
Bel vedere-Ftalph Logn n, Nash-
viale; A. J. 'Ransom, Buffalo, N. Y.;
J.. W. Darling, Cincinnati; H. heybe,
St. Louis; C. B. Payne, Chicsagoi W.
H. Moore, Owensboro; J. M. Cooke
New York; T. C. Wilkins, E. St
Louis; T. E. Gilmore, St. Louis.
New Richm-ond-John Campbell
Flint,: E. M. Lowe, Nashville; C. H
Robertson, Dover. Tenn.;' J. A. Stepp
Woodville; H. Blume, Chicago! J. E
Skinner, Tresevaint, Tenn.; G. ft
James, Hddyvilie; J. F. Eckhardt,
Evansville, 'Ind.; W. W. Frends,
Brookport, Ill.; Louie Barnes, Baal-
gill, Mo.; F. M. Hooper, Ashland
City, Tenn.; John Lewis, Cairo, .11I.,
Sam Alexander, Partin Tenn.; Irving
Wetzel, Htilitiew, ran T. -L. Law-
rence,. St. Louis.
Card of Thank..
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors woo wire so kind_
during the long illness and death of
our beloved mother.
Mrs. Mollie 'Magnus.' George,
Arthur, likl, Walter and Ray
•




Invitations have been received to
the wedding of Miss Mabel Jackson,
of Fnint Mich., to Dr. Henry H.Pow-
ers, of Flint, January the 31st. Miss
Jackson is a 'sister of Mr. Grover
Jackson and visitedrMiss Lillie May
Winstead and Miss Blanche Hills
Last Spring. Sue is an attractive girl
with delightrel musical talent that
gave much pleasure hore and was
very popular.
Louisville Wedding of Interest Here.
Sunday's Courier-Journal says:
The wedding of Miss Marie Bur-
nett to Mr. Graddy Cass- will be sol-
emnized at noon on Thursday. Jan-
uary 17 at the home of the bride's
narentsn Mr. and Mrs, Henry Bur-
nett, of 1521 Fourth avenue.
The Rev. James Gibbon Minnige-
rode, reetor--at- Calvary Episcopal
church, will be the officiating clergy-
man. Miles Elizabeth Burnett will be
the maid of honor, and the bride's
only attendant. Mr. Cary Tabb will
serve as best man.
Among the out-of-town rests to
be 'present for the Burnett-Cary wed-
ding are: Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Dallam, of Henderson, and Mr. and
Mrs. Muscoe Burnett of Paducan:
Mr. R. H. Soaper, of Henderson; Mr.
C. F. Rieke of Paducah, and Mr. T.
J. Flournoy, of Rockmart, Ga.; Mr.
and Mrs. George *W. Cobb, of Chi-
cago Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cary, of
Lexington; Mr. and Mrs. Julius
Walsh, of St. Louis; Mrs. Edward
Wallace, of Versailles; Mrs Ford
rent, of Paris; Mrs. Mary Burnett,
of Paducah.
Mrs. Muscoe Burnett and little
Miss May Terry Burnett left today
for Conisvil'F. Mr. Burnett and Mr.
Charles F. Rieke will not go until




letter says: "Among the Kentucky
guests at President and Mrs. Roose-
velCs latest levee were Senator and
Mrs. Blackburn, she haadsome in
white lace and diamonds; Senator
McCreary, Mr. and Mrs. Swager Sher
ley, Mrs. Sheriey wearing a costume
of- white aatin and lace; Mrs. Byron
Andrews, formerly Miss Belle Fiske,
of Covington, in pale blue chiffon
velvet; Mrs. 0. L. Gregory, of Padu-
cah, wearing' ivory messaline, her
pretty daughter, Miss Lillian Gregory
pale green gauze; Madame Hauge,
hand-painted white chiffon, with
shoulder knot presented by King
Haakon, of Norway; Justice and Mrs
Harlan, Miser Harlan, Dr. and Mrs.
Harlan, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Culp, the
Hon. and Mrs. 011ie James, Mr. and
Mrs. 0. 0. Stealey, Mr. Warrenton
Stealey, Mr. Louis Brownlow, Mrs:
Ayres the lion. and Mrs. Don C. Ed-
wards. Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Berryman.
the Hon. A. Q. Stanley, tile Hon. and
Mrs. David H. Smith. the Hon. Jo-
seph L. Rhinock, the Hon. G. G. Gil-
bert, the Hon. South Trimble, Mr
South Trimble, Jr., the' Hon. J. B
Bennett, Senator Piles, formerly of
Paducah, and toe Hon. Mark Smith,
once of Cynthiana."
Pre-Lenten Wedding.
The wedding bans of Mies Gertrude
Rent and Mr. Leo Pettit were pub-
-"fished yesbeftlay morning at the St.
Frances de Bales Catholic church by
the Rev. Fanner H. W. Jansen. The
wedding will' take place January 30,
at the St. Francis de Sales church.
and will be IL quiet affair without at-
t enclante.
Tlie firer remboy-rissision-leans of
Miss Maggie Reber and Mr. Linnie
Englert was also made yesterday
morning at the high mass at the St.
Francis de Sales Catholic church.




Mrs. D. 0. Reynolds, of Kentucky
avenue and ninth street, has netted
invitations to a card party for Friday
afternoon.
Miss Lyda We- st visited in Brook-
port Sunday.
Mr. Lloyd Rogers. of Eddyville,
arrived Sunday to visit relatives.
Mr. Pat Halloran, of Cedar Bluff,
was In Piducah Sunday,
Col 0. W. Landrum. of Smith-
land, was In Paducah Sundays.
Messrs. James Qualls and Mar-
shal Jones, of the Illinois Central,
!spent Sunday in Princeton.
Mr. Jerry Corbett returned from
Wickliffe this morning.
We. Jame. P. Smith and children
are at Pass Christian. Miss., to
spend the balance of the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. David Sanders will
leave tomorrow for Corpus Christi,
Texas, to spend the winter.
Mies M`anie Cobb will leave Thurs-
day for New York to inter her 4otber.
Wins-ISIOD Cotollrit. • .--ne.
Born to Mrs. Percy Story, of
Jackson street, a ndaughter.
Will. Miss Caroline flans. supervisor of
Watts mettle In the public schools, who tin-
/
derwe0 a severe operatism Saturday
is recovering rapidly, and will
able to resume her duties in a
days.
Misses Jettle Harper and Ivy
Young returned from Mayfield this
morning after spending Sunday
wSth friends in Graves county.
Fire Marshal Mott Ayres, of Louis-
Ville, and daughter Miss Mary, Mott
Ayres, are in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Wilkins will
leave Thursday for San Diego, Cal.,
to reside. Mr. Wilkins was book-
keeper for the We-st Kentucky coal
company, but owing to his health wilt
move west.
THE ONE GOD.
The Rev, wuerson itourquin on the
Comntandments.
The Rev. William E. Bourquin
preached a strong sermon last even-
ing at the German Evangelical church
on "The One God," S'tressing the first
c*Ornmandrnent, "Thou Shalt Have No
Other God Before Me." This is the
,fIrst sermon of a series of tea on the
Ten Commandments and dealing with




February 3-"A Day Off."
February 10-"The Old Folks At
Home."
February 17-"Good Will Toward
Men."
February 24-" Pu re Food for
Character."
March 3-"Mine and Thine."
March 10-"Loose Tongue."
March 17-"A Bit in the ,Mouth of
Desire."
WATCH CASE
Charles L. Miller Proceeds Against
* Charles In Miller.
One of the most unique cases ever
docketed in police court resulted Mist
morning in Charles L. Miller, a lather
being held over to the grand Jury
under a $3010 bond on the charge of
taking a watch from Charles L.
Miller, a candy maker. Charles L.
Miller, the candy maker, Is well
known in Paducah, where he has lived
all his life. In September he met their
other Miller Learning their names
were the same an acquaintance re-
sulted and the candy maker claims
the lather took his watch. After
Miller, the lather, found that 'the
candy making Miller 'could not  re-
member al facts in case he pleaded
ignorance of acquaintance, of ever
seeing the watch, and claimed he
could prove an alibi. The name gave
him until April, when the grand Jury
meets, to secure witnesses and set up
his defense,
O 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0
O A meeting will Fe held at the 0
O factory of the Paducah Pack- 0
O he's company, Saturday, Jan-
O _uary HMIs at 1:30 p. R A 0
O farmers who are thinking of 0
O raising tomatoes should at- 0
O tend. 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 7 •
Nature's Marble Halls in Vermont.
Far back in the thirties, the find
marble quarries were worked near
Rutland, but there seems to have
been no one to take the lead in de-
veloping the exploiting-that is seek-
ing the best methods of quarrying
and transportation, and of eeettring
an ample market. Not, many decades
ago, the great 'bile here first began
to give up 'part of their wealth in h
section hitherto looked upon as bar-
ren and valueless; since then a mod-
est annual product of $100,000 has
been tecreased within twenty years
to more than three millions per an-
num. This I, the record of the Ver-
mont Marble Company, the largest
Institution of its kind In the work!
today
It Is only within the peat quarter
of a century that the Vermont mar-
ble works began to reach out and
supiny a world-wide market. The
quality an I beauty of Ohs product
has long been an established fact,
but how to handle and utilise it, and
how torexplon it, remained for the
genius of t' Proctors to discover.
-Frorbilarticie by Richard Manner-
Mg In National Magazine for Janu-
ary
Omissions of History.
Socrates was busily engaged In
writing. stays the Chicago Tribune.
"Why do you keep on grinding
out that stuff?" shrilly asked Xan-
time. "It doesn't sell. Nine-tenths of
It comes back front the publiohers."
4. "I know It," be said: "I arm writ-
ing for the benefit of posterity, in
tile belief that-"
"Posterity!" snapped Xanlippe.
"What Use posterity ever done for
you. I'd like td know?"
" Posner, te, my dear," .mildly re-
joined Sot-rates, "has alwayw beet(
polite enough not to interrupt e In
the middle of a sentenee."
Which crush lug retort silenced the
Sethi dame log the *Pack qf, neariy
ttirty seconds.
Ocatinege le revealed le gentleness.
few
be/ IN THE COURTS
Circuit Court.
This morning Circuit Judge Wil-
liam Reed empaneled the petit jury
and began the trial of cases by jury.
The docket will probably consume
twelve days, and Judge Reed went
into the business with a vim.
The petit jury is composed of: G
D. Tillespie, L. Barry, H. M. Grief,
D. N. Futrell, H. if.. Evans, S. T
Wooten, T. F. Anderson, J, T. Fon-
dow, Claude C. Russell, A. S. Whit-
lock, J. E. Jones, H. C. Bean, D. F.
Elliott, S. Fels, W. H. Potter, G. N.
Starrett, John L. Clark, R. L. Fox, J.
M. Englert, George Richardson, A. J.
Bradley, G, W. Bass, B. J. Hover-
keno), James McNeil, W. T. Smith,
T. M. Martin, J. H. Derriogton, John
T. Hughes, C. C. Walker, B. H.
Ogilvie.
The jury found for the defendant
In the action of Chides Hurley
against J. M. Spozer. Spitzer had
Hurley arrested in Magistrate R. J.
Barber's Court for breach of peace,
and Huxley came clear. He alleged
that Spitzer was guilty of malicious-
ly prosecuting hint, and asked for
$5,000 damages
The cases of S. H. Jewell and Sam-
uel Spencer for $2,610 each against
the Padiasah Tractido company were
continued. The men were struck by
a street car at Sixth and Trimble
streets in April, 1906, while driving
in a buggy, and claimed personal in-
juries, also injuries to the horse and-
buggy.
The case of M. Livingston & com-
pany against McLean & Sims com-
pany was given to the jury at- noon,
but the jury was discharged until to-
morrow morning. The plaintiff sues
for $412.50 for damages suffered in
the delay of a car of Oranges.
Suit Filed.
A friendly settlement suit was filed
by Adelia Gilbert et al against J. M.
Gilbert et al to distribute the estate
of the late A. G. Gilbert.
Police Court.
All merchants who were presented
in police court for failing to remove
signs after the board of .publii works
had instructed them to ,wer.e granted
a continuance again until Saturday.
Other cases: Will Banks, colored,
drunkenness, $1 and costs; W. J.









This week as follows:
$1.00 Tables at - - 73c
$3.00 Tables at - $2.57
Skip 2.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO
TIPS. 1
Believing, with Gaethe that "Meth-
od will teach you to win time," this
newspaper prints want ads under
proper "Classifications."
'Whenever you "really and truly"
want to rent that roona--then
time to try a Want Ad.
ly conduct, 30 days in the county
nap; Tillie Samuels, Robbie Robert-
eon, colored, drunk and disorderly,
$10 and costs each; Henry Jimmer-
eonskseolored, drunk and disorderly,
$20 and costs. John Bulger, malic-
ious cutting, continued.
Deeds Filed.
Bankers Surety Co., to Wallace
Well, power of attorney.
Mrs. Jeannette Weil to Jacob Well,
property at Broadway and Maiden
alley, $1,000.
Mary Percy Hays to Josie Keeb-
ler, property in the Hays addition,
$200. '
Marriage Licensee.
. William White, 29, city, to Lena
Nolen, 29, city. WILLIAMS Furniture exchange,
Leonard Cummings, 26, city, to 538 South Third. Furniture bou
ght
Nannie Yates, 29, city, colored. --_and sold. New phone 9(0-a.
Auda Modglim, 18 to Carrie Far- FOR SALE-Two large houses and
men 15 troth of Dixon Springs, Ill, one store. Apply 428 South Ninth
John Dooley, 50, Kloawau, Iowa, street.
to Lenova M. Wood, 38, county. LOST-One rubber' ,huggy tfire.
- -Fie, -.rift elnasn -retern 1.44-
Court Note.. ingston & Co., North First street.
Ed Watts this afternoon qualified - FOR RENT-One six room and
ae executor of the estate of his ninth- bath apartment in Sane Stoic! apart-
en Mrs. Arsis Weans, who died a meets.
few days ago.
WANTED TO RENT777two or
three furnished or unfurnished
UGLY KNIFE SSTAII. -
kroomiK Old phone 2191.
If a merchant thInks-that a
inches of advertising space in a news-
paper adequately represents his
tore-well, the readers of the nenne
paper are too apt to agree with him!
FOR RENT-Furnished room 501
Kentucky avenue. Old phone 744.
FOR ilLENT-Istr'rge front room
upstairs. -22 Kentucky avenue.
- FOR SALE net a bargain, drug
store stock. Addrehs "S." care Sun.
CLOTHES- cleaned and reiri,red,_
Jas. DuffL, Phone 956-a.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
phone 1025, old phone 975.
FOR RENT-Elegant flap, Seventh.
and Broadway. Apply to El. H. Scott.
FOR SA LE cheap-One square
piano Addeo:sal-, care Sun.
Extends From flack Around to Vic-
tines heft Breast.
As a result of a quarrel over a
woman Saturday night about 11
o'clock near Ninth and Trimble
streets, Jonas Smith it is claimed'.'
rit and seriously wounded Allan
Jackson, colored. Dr. C. H. Broth-
ers. the physician in attendance.says
Jackson was cut from a point under
the left shoulder Maths aronn I under
the arm pit and up the left breast.
severing one of the biggest trIllseles
leading to the shoulder. So large Was
the wound that Dr. Brothers could
have placed his hand In it. It was
one of the ugliest he had ever seen.
Jackson was quarreling with Jonas
SmItnnt brother. 'Smith escaped, hut
was arrested later. Dr. Brothers
thinks the patient will recover.
Catholic Reading (arch. to Meet.
The Catholic Reading circle will
meet tonight with Mrs. John Mc-
Creary, 508 Harahan boulevard. It
is desired that all the members he
prevent at the first meeting of the
New Yell r.
FOR SALE cheap- anow cases and
marble soda water counter at 507
South Seventh street. E. C. Mer-
chant.
SEND your clothes to the Fault-
less Pressing club, 30214 Broadway.
Drake & Browder, proprietors. Both
phones 1507.
FOR Rlills1f-One tour room and
bath apartment in Cochran apart-
ment,. S., Ninth and.Mslinroe, Steam
heated.
WANTED- -.Immediately- G can-
vassers for tapestry and decalcoma-
nia. Apply to 302 Sixth street, come;
Washington street.
J. E. MORGAN. blacitamint. 409
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
for core stone side wire tires, the
seat rubber tires made.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL-Kasen
ry and concrete work a specialty
Office 126 Routh Fourth. Phone 190
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at
tention to all estimates.
-JUST RICCEIVED-1500 pair of
fine grade sample egoes, regular
price $4, $5 and $6. We offer these
Mine Explosion Kills rive, bargains at 92, $2.50 and $3. Ben
Clinton, IrOd., Jan. 14 -Joseph Klein. under the New Richmond.
Wolf, John Herman and Polar Let- FOR - :Of --goiesiei
terv 41141 t wg,,,4tkera, jr'cr4) killad_lia 6Merchandise. located al. Pout, on
a tillne explosion h'ere this morniag. I. C. ralirond or will exchange for
Paducah I-Pent-once property, or small
When a man brags or his past- farm neer Paducah. address or call
you can .discount his future. on N. L. Ovaghtly, Paul, Ill.
FOR. RENT-One.nice furnnehed
room, trial all modern conveniences
at 123 North Seventh street. Phone
2104,
TO WHOM IT MAY concern. -we
are ready to take care of all dead an-
imals such as cows, horses, mules,
hogs and dog Our wagon will nail
and get them without cost. Tens-
Phone 1859, Gent Br Elliott.
SHOE REPAIRING- Shoes half-
soled while you wait, at Harbour's
department More. Men's shoes half-
soled for 40c; boys' shoes half-soled




Dressed Chiekens-25c to 550
Eggs-25c doz.
Butter-25e M.
Sweet Potatoes-Per no u
Country Tiams--15e lb:
















Corn --52c, bit, in sacks.
Corh-frec bu.. in sacks.
Hay-From jobbers to retail deal•
era-Strict grades. Choice Tim..
$21; No. 1 Tim.. $20. No.. 2 Tim.,
$19. Fancy northern closer $20,
From country wagons at public qual•
Ity medium to very poor, $8 to 917
use ton for vsions mixtures.
finbrieribe for me ann.
•••
Cut Prices in Dental Work Until ;-
April 1st.
Gold Shell Crowns 19.1.30




rut this 17111111011 fait And bring
it with you, it is worth $11.15).
Each iwren Is ...
MI1101111 for each .Jon of plate or




• Sixth and Itroadwags t
PAGE THE PADUCAH EVEN G UN.
DANDELION
was used by the Arabs four
hundred years ago
as a blood purifier. Mena people), etelally those whose work
them indoors, suffer from impure Wood. It take many forms:
scrofula, pimples, sallow complexion, ttching, sores, anaemia (poor watery
blood) are all a sign that your bloodie In an_unhealtay condition. The
LIS of the body deecnds upon rich, pale b:ood, and the only way to be-
strong and well Is to get at the root of the disease and reniove the
calle. Dr. ltawards Compound Dandelion Pills are prepared from a fam-
ous old pr.scription. They contain nothing but vegetable matter and
are unequaled as a remedy for the cure of all blood dieeases. Get a box
today.




M IIA SIIIC FOR IESIDIATISM
MOUT AND LIVIVIIISSASIS
DYSMSIA AIIII,COOSTOATION
CALL AT DRUG STORE -FOR
Flee TEAL PACKAGE.
mien TABLETS AND PILLS SOLD
BY AleL 1)111.7GMSTS. PRICE 2rw
Sole .tgetits, I. A. & D. Co.. Wellsville, N. Y.
ISTAR LAUNDRYBoth Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
11111111111111M1111111111111111201111MINIF "MilM
1




(UT OCT THIS COUPON.
Please give the bearer
one trial package Dr. 'Edward's
Dandelion Tablet•. I. & t'o
W. B. McPherson
Fourth and Broadway
First-Because it ir•,ns smoothly, not rorigh.
Second-The button holes or stud boles match.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.




House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.




We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TEL.EM IV 499
W. P. Paxton, It. Rudy, P. Pnryear




Surplus   50,000
Stockholders liability  100,000
Total mecurity to depositors $250,000
A elr011 Of individualist and firms teilleited. We appreciate
small as well as large depomitors /OA accord to all the same
courbeets treetment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits 




EXPORT FIGURES """" s'""';̀)• BOONE'S FORT
Greet Times; When Children Had to
CAUSE SURPRISE Teske Oltaranbitmed Cod 
Live,
Oil and Emulsions. AT JAMESTOWN
Hundred Millions in Face of
Congestion
Federal tomer vision of (ester/at ions
Needed to Protect Thome Not
Illegal.
NII N I \ (i FRAUDS 001littUN.R113).
Waistangteu, January 14. — Even
the moat conservative govern-
ment olliclals have evinced turprese
at the statement just lamed by the
bureau of statistdcs of the dinsarttnent
of commerce and labor concerning the
value of manufactures eimirted front
this -country in the last year This
trade has aggregated more than
$ 700,000 000 —a figure hitherto
never approached by this country—
and the hutted States new ranks
tfiird in value of manufactures en-
tering the world's commerce. That
this condition should prevail In the
face oh such e congestion of trans-
portation facilities as the country
has suffered during the last few
month,a is little short of remarkable.
Advatea.tes of waterways development
are staking what this report would
have presented had the great riverlt
of the country been improved so as to
admit of their use as carriers of the
products of factories and mills. The
national rivers and harbors congress,
which has preached in season and
out the necessity for a widespread
development of the rivers and har-
bors of the country by the federal
government, is redoubling its efferts
to increase the -commiecial prestige
of the country. The organizaticn is
especlalle' anxious that this develop-
tnent work be aecomplished, before
the opening of the Panama canal, so
that the great benefits that will fel-
low the opening of the big ditch
across the isthmus will be felt by
the whole country.
Public Health Defense.
Attorney Geperal Bonapaste this
week received notification of his ap-
pointment as one of the vice presi-
dents of the public health defense
4Jeagu. which has lust been incor-
porated in New York. The league
is modeled along the lines dc the Red
Cross society, and, like that organ-
eization, will be national in scope. It
will work tinder the provisions of the
pure food law with a special refer-
ence to stamping out meeical frauds.
111,gal *wastes, adullterations f
drugs and similar offenses. The na-
tional scope of the league is shown
by the fact that the membership fee
a only one dollar per year, although
much aid is expected from voluntary
contributions. By placing the fee so
low, the league expeets to secure
quickly thousands of members in all
parts of the country. Austin 0. Fox,
of New York, Is to be president of the
organization.
BUSINESS MEN'S LIFE INSURANCE CO.
• LOUISVILLE. KY.
Priptniaat on 'Va. Thousand Dollar" straight lifE policy.
4.1.ffijiltntel SI%  tt.154tretaitt,'Ltig ̀.1`-":31.1  *XV
8.0 01,1 at UN a. (A  0 0 0 g.040%0' ,0,043,0,0•043,0,0,0•0•04.
FA  Cit  (4") t ;101  4p,a ea erit a at 1040' 6.4%,SO4 :01
0.a. ilikfat too faa
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To Control Corporations.
By a decisive vote congreis has de-
termined that no new legislation will
be considered at the Present session.
The pressure of appropriation laile is
great that all the time will be de-
voted to getting them out of the way.
There is likely to be considerable de-
bate on some of these bills, and If
extreneoua legislation was pettnItted
to Mlle up for consideration it is al-
together probable that some of the
talts might not be pi:gibed through
before adjournment on March 4. It
.was thought for a titte that congress
would take some action along the
ine of federal supervision of cor-
porations. 11 is recognized here that
such legislation is urgently needed,
because of the tendency of individual
sitates le enact laws tat are In eons
flict not only with the federal etatu
but also with the laws of the neigh-
boring states. This tendency has be-
come a direct menace to the earn-
i mercial prosperity of the country, and
members of both houses of eongrese
recognize in this grave condition a
problem that must be met and settled
before long. The fact that a few of
:he great commercial organizations
have been haled into court on the
charge of exploiting the public has
aroused a dangerous feeling of ani-
Mottity toward all forms of corporate
wealth. The fact that the laws are
sufficient to cope with these big me-
during agencies, Instead of lending
confidence to the public that
rights are sate 119CMID to have stirred
up a feeling of enmity against ail
these agenities. The honestly con-
(Jutted corporation is a powerful
agency for good, as the admit/tetra-
den hag proved by the last report of
dent: Chafe Sated!, Secretary: Geo. C. Summers, Treasurer; Henry Koos
Tuley, Medical Director:4as R Dultin, fleneysl Onunsel.
A nylsony BOARD---v. H. EnitIchard,, A. Y. Ford, W. H. IlvtdburY,
W. .CAab,berfl Z,Wes3 Pred Levy, Claude - -
We mere/film the one great and only atineiple in Insurance, PROTEC-
TION. Write or call Aiti•nts wanted
country's exports have reached $700.-
goo,o410,)---• figure never abtailnei be-
fore The administrstIon Is desirous
er t rfoliwg these eelettlegiRtits
wisely, and regards 11th apprehen-
i,01 the tendency of the P(.01.4e it,
Yeti had to bribe them, hold their
noses. In tact go through a regular
circus to get them to take It.
That was years ago, before the two
eminent }arson chemists, :Morgues
and Gautier, discovered how to see-
.arate the medicinal elements of the
cod's liver from the useless nauseat-
lag oil, and produce Vino!.
Vinol is not a patent medicine but
a real cod liver *preparation contain-
ing in a highly concentrated form all
of the body-building, strength creat-
ing elements Of cod liver oil actually
taken from fresh cods' livers, with
all the useless oil eliminated and
tonic iron added. It tastes fine and
children love It. Wherevei old-fash-
toned cod liver oil or emulsions will
do good, Vinci will do far more good.
Our local druggist, W. B. McPher-
son, says: "It Is because we know
se well of what Vinol is made that
we ask every mother who.hast a weak
delicate or suing child, and in fact
every run-down, debilitated, aged or
weak person in Paducah, and every
person suffering from stubborn colds,
hanging-on coughs or bronchitis to
try Vinol on our offer to return their
money if It fails." W. B. McPherson,
Druggist.
NOTE—While we are sole agents
for Vince In Paducah, it is now`for
sale at the loading drug store in near-
ly every town and city in the coun-
try. hook for the Vinol agency in
your town.
has made the wonderful prosperity
of the United States,
Mining Frauds.
The hysteria for mining Invest-
ments that has seized the country is
likely to be a prominent subject be-
fore the Sixtieth congress. At pres-
ent there are no laws whatever for
the protection of 'the Innocent Invest-
or against the numerous wildcat
schemes that have appeared of lane.
Roth Senator Dick, chairman of the
senate committee on mines and min-
ing, and Congressman Brown, of Wis-
consin, c.heIrman of the correspond-
ing committee in the house, are
agreed that some legislation is need-
ed. Neither however, believes that
any action will be taken at this ses-
sion because of the pressure of en-
finished bueiness and the necessity
for getting the big appropriation
bills out of the way before adjcritrn-
went in March. Such a bill will have
the undoubted support of all the rep-
utable mining enterprises in the coun-
try. The rentable enterprises have
suffered rite"). by the unprincipled
act inite - 6T thihertii>tilou promoters
Under the eileting laws It' Is Impossi-
ble for either the bona fide mining
man or the defrauded investor to
take action againet this class of gen-
try, who trade on the reputations of
the big strikes made by such mines
as are real producer. It. is hoped
that the next cotigreas will remedy
this condition of affairs, placing the
mining industry- on the same plant
as that of agriculture.
The Charming Woman.
Is not necessarily one d- perfect form
and features. Many a plain woman
who could never serve as an artist's
model, possesses those rare qualities
that all the world admires; neatnees,
clear eyes, alean, smooth skin 'and that
sprightliness of step and action that
actsompeny good health. A physical-
ly weak woman is never attractive,
not even to herself. Electric Hitters
restore weak women: give strong
nerves, bright eyes, smooth, -velvety
skin, beautiful complexion. Guaran
teed at all druggists, 50e.
"Whenave sat down to the table,"
said Sue Brette, "I pleked up the
wine list,"
"My-" exclainied F'anriy Footates.
"what did he do, drop dead?"
"He never waited. I said; 'May I
have anything on this?' Ile said
'a tire. You'll and it down In the
right- and corner—Meer 10 cents a
bottle.' "-- Philadelphia Ness.
W A. WARD, District Agent, 113; S. Fourth, Paducah, Ky. ti. stroy altogether an agency which.
win-
ahould your baby suffer? When he is
fretful and reatlealy don't experiment
on Alm and Use any old thing your
neighbor reernmends. Buy a bottle of
White's Cream Vernilf uge. greatest
known worst medicine and cure foe all
yhiltirtn's diseases. It is mild in its
action, builds up the system, makes
thin, puny babies fat. Mrs. J. C.
Smith, Tampa. Fla., writes- "My baby
was thin and sickly, could not retain
Its food and cried all night. I noted
one bottle of white's Crennt vermitage
and in a few days baby was laughing
happy and well. :-
Rohl by all druggists.
Barber—Anti how would you 'like
Your hair cut sir? per-
fect allenee, please..
You will be delighted crispy
mornings if you have Mrs. Austin's
Pane,ak PA for break fast.
'Man)* a Men finds out, that
aappinees, tier most saltier theme. Is
greatly the result of practice.
If it wasn't for ceremony, some dig-
nified people wOuldn't have anything
to Man& On
e
Virtue is emetically vainelese lin-
tel* It is Chronic,
Will be Design of the Ken-
tucky Building
Conmassion Is Busy liaising Funds
and Cs/metes Will Be Made
In Every County.
DEseglivriox Or THE PL.iN
Louisville, Jan. 14.—Beginning
one week from today the "emergen-
cy" campaign of the Keetucky-
Jamestown Exposition commission
will commence throughout the state.
A canvass will be made in every
county of Kentucky with the hope of
at once rounding out the $40,000
fund which is needed for the purpose
of making an .exhfbit of Kentacky's
products and resources at the James-
town exposition. it has become nec-
essary to make this whirlwind can-
vass for funds because it is announc-
ed from Norfolk that the exposition
will positively open on April 26, and
the time for the erection of Ken-
tucky's building and the collection of
a state exhibit is brig. ,
As 'has been annaided, the Ken-
tucky building at Jamestown will 'be
a replace of the fort erected by Dan-
iel Boone in 1775. Toe main features
of the original fort will 'be carried
out, thotigh there will be a total of
only eight cabins in the Kentucky
building. Four of these cabins seal
be built of logs from western Ken-
tucky _and four constructed of logs
shipped from the eastern section of
the state. The two center cabins will
be connected by a roof which will
form a broad piazza between the
structures and it is not improbable
that there will be' made an exhibit of
historical objects from tis state.
These cabins will be used as a place
where Kentucky will extend hospi-
tality to le.- own citizens an the
world at large during the great In-
ternational fair.
Around .he entire buikilng will
run a sthckade. While the original
stockade was some ten feet in
height, It has been decided 4o con-
siderably reduce the height of the
Jamestown barrier in order that the
better view can be had of Hampton
Roads from all the cabins. The
Kentucky building will be situated
In a beautiful pine forest and within
a stone's throw of the water.
For the ' Kentucky- Jamestown
Week" campaign which begins on
Monday, Jannary 21, vice-chairman
of the division of finance have been
appointed in each county by Presi-
dent J. Stoddard Johnston. Accept-
anceshave already been received
from a large nnmbereef-these ap-
pointees and many of them have
named their committee- members.
Each county is asked to subscribe to
the fund a sum amounting to 1 per
cent. Of the revenue turned into the
state treasury by the county for the
fiscal year coding June 30, 1905.
should each county furnish its pro
rata, the entire fund of $40,000
sought by the commission witl be al-
most exactly rsised.
Life of Gambetta.
It is toincseneed that the letters of
M, Gambretta to Mme. Leon, some 3,-
000 In number, are about to be pub-
lished. While these mites:vest will
doubtletie be regarded with absorbing
Interest as depicting the story of love
of one of the most brilliant if French
stateensen, still their publication must
be deplored. Their value to either
`history or literature hardly warrants
'that the sentimeots that were held
sacred during life and concerned on-
ly Gembretta and Mme. Leon shonki
now he exeoesel to public curiosity
twenty-four years; after Gambeetta's
deitth.
• There are Tam- stories of Gam-
bretta' dente. Certain it is that he
was sere while visiting Mme. 1,00(1
gear Paris. He either committed
Suicide because of a malady which he
Seared would, eventualla emote his un-
doing, or, as it is commonly claimed,
he shot himself try arcident while
etrugglIng ,o secure possession of a
revolver with which Mme. Leon was
about to klit herself. HP tad impor
tuned her to marry him nett the re-
port istmat bellesang that union
woud mean th• end of his political
career, as indeed it would have meant,
etre decider? to en, i ht left, that he
might be the relief executive Of
Frame.
The relations of thew two people,
unlike "affairs" of that time, wore
not fleeted in public places. Indeed.
they were rot generally krrottin until
after Gambretta's tragic death. Maio
Leon was a woman of great culture
in a city of brilliant sa•lons and of
attaehments based upon "e'esottve af-
finitles."---Kantse C.ity '
— .ee
A is? Is now levied-ea all rani/soy
tickets sold in Japan, varying from






Is acknowledged to be the moat site-
evaafularernedy it) the country for
thaw painful ailments peculiar to
"mFoern.more than an years it has
been curing Fetnile Conaplainta, 
V
suet, as Inflammation, ana Ulcera-
tion, Falling and Displacements, 
%
and consequent Spinal Weakness,
, 1 I
%.*siNese,
Beet/ache, and is peculiarly adapted




caries of Female Ills than any other one remedy known.
Lydia E. Pinkham's 'Vegetable Compound dimsolves and expels
Tumors at en early stage of development. Dragging Sensationseausing
pain, weigiet, and headache are relieved and permanently cured by its use.
It corrects Irregularities oteyainful Functions, Weakness of the
Stomach. Indigestion, Bloating, Nervoue Prostration. Headache, Gene-
ral Debility; also. Dizziness, Faintness Extreme Lassitude. "Don't- care
and wantto be left alone" fettling, Irritability. Nervousness. Sleeplessness,
Flatulency, Melancholia or the "Bluets," These are sure indications of
female weakness or some organic deningeinent
For Kidneya 
most 
ceeyCmispelxainitlsen remedy,otf either Lydia E. Pinkham's(regetable
Compound 
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing invitation to Women
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs Pinkham, Lynn. Mass. for advice. She is the Mrs. Pinkham
who has been advisitig sick women free of charge for mote than twenty
years. and before that she assisted hetemother-in-law Lydia E. Pinkhaut
In advising. Thus she is well qualified to guide sick women back to
health. Her advice is free and always helpful. •
• ea
LYD E. INKHAlvf
Watch the Stamp to See the Age
Early Times and Jack Beam
WHISKIES
Bottled in Bond
The oldest bottling is spring '99




FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICES LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
TO LET
Several superior offices on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices---
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American German National Bank
c.) 227 Broadway
YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumblig Or Treating question :
Who's the brst to see? -Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to
E. D. HANNAN
i Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
I 132 South flourth 325 KentucTicy Avis.
Vi...Ith Phonon 201
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN!
'? e





Standing out in bold ralet, tdowei,
and its a conspicuous exaatple of open,
frank and honest dealing with the sick
and afflicted, are Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription for weak, over-wprked, de-
bilitated, nervous, "run-down," pain-
racked women, and Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery, the tamale remedy
for weak steausch, indigestion, or dys-
pepsia, torpid liver, or bilionsaests, all
catanhal affections whether of the
stomach, bowels, kidneys, bladder, nasal i
passages, throat. bronchia, or other mu-
cous paseages. also as an effective remedy
for all diseases arising from thin, watery
or impure blood, as scrofulous and skin
affections.
Each bottle of the above medicines
bears upon its wrapper a badge of hon-
esty in the full list of ingredients com-
posing it —prtutot in Main English.
This frank and open publicity places
these medicines in a class all by Orkin-
selves, and is the. best guaranty of their
merits. They cannot be classed as patent
nor secrot medicines for they are neither
--being of femur' ermtpositturt.
Dr. Pierctofeels that he can afford to
take-the affileatel into his full coutidence
and lay all the ingredients of his medi-f
cities freely before them because these,
ingredients are such as are endorsed and
most strongly praised by scores of the
most eminent rc.edical writers as cures
for the diseases for which thew' medi-
cines are recommended. l'heeefore, the
afflicted do not -have to rely alone upon
• Dr. Pierce's recommendation as to the
curative value of his medicines for cer•
teen easily recognized diseases.
A glance at the printed formula on
each bottle will show that no alcohol and
no harmful or habit-forming drugs enter
into Dr. Pierce's Medicines, they being
wholty compounded of glyeeric extrants
of the roots of native, American forest
plants. These are best and safeet for
the cure of most lingeriag, chronic dis-
eases. Dr. R. V. Pierce can be consulted
TRIM, by addressing him at Buffalo,
N. Y.. and all communications are re-
garded as sacredly confidential.
It Is its easy to be well as ill—and
mile% more comfortable. Constipation is
the cause of many forme of illness. Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure constipa-
tion. They are tiny. sugar-coated gran-
ules. Ore little 'Pellet" is a gentle laxa-
tive, two a mild cathartic. All defeats
medicines sell them.
RHEUMATISM.
Bone or Bath Pains, Swollea Joints
CURED
THROV(5/1 THE BLOOD
By Botanic. Blood Balm III. IL B.)
There Is hope for the most hopeless
case of Rheumatism if the sufferer will
only take Botanic Blood Balm (B. B. B.)
It invigorates the blood, making it
pure and rich, and destroying the ac-
tive poison in the blood, which causes
the awful symptoms of Rheumatism.
Leading Symptoms—None pains, sci-
atica or shooting pains up and down
the leg: aching hack or shoulder
blades, swollen joints or swollen mus-
cles; difficulty in moving around so
you have to use crutches; blood thin
or skin rule; elfin itches and burns;
shifting pains; bad breath; sciatica,
lumbago, gdut, etc. Botanic Blood
Balm la B. B.) will remove every
symptom, giving quick relief from the
first dose, and 8, B. B. sends a rich
tingling flood of warm, rich, pure blood
direct to the, paralysed nerves, bones
and Joints, giving warmth and strength
Just where it Fs heeded, and in this
way making a perfect, lasting cure of
Rheumatism In all its forms. B. B. B.
has made thousands of cures after
medicines or doctors have failed to
help or cure.
Weak, innetive ididoeys—One of the
causes of Rheumatism Is due to inac-
tive, kidneys and bladder. B. H. B.
strengthens weak kidneys and bladder,
draining off all diseased matter and all
uric acid, so the urine flows freely and
•
• Botanic Blood Bohn 11. IL) Is
plemutnt nnii safe to take. Thoroughly
tested for 341 ear*. ( ompowed of Pore
Botanie Ingredients. Strengthens Weak
Stomach, curer. Dyspepsia. Price 1111
per large bottle, at drug stores or by
express,' prepaid.. Rumple free by writ-
ing Blood Balm Co.. Atlanta. Ga. gold
in PittIncnli. KY.. by R. W. Walker & Co.
U. J. Gilbert, Lang tiros., Alvey & List.
Call or write either store. -- •
Tommy Twaddle's Pa, what is
tie meaning of "Financially ember-
reseeded Pa Twaddles---"Feranclally
embarrassed," my eon as a iong ex-
preevitiu for a short condition. —
Cleveland Leader.
Power for good decreanee rapidly
united: It. Is exercised regularly.
116WKLRY
that will charm anti delight the
Judge of fine gems. Rings, Brooch-
es, Ornamental Combs, Chains,
Bracelets, etc.
WATCHES
for Ladies and Gentlemen, In gold.
silver or gunmetal. Cigerette Cases,
Match Boxca, Cigar Cutters, etc. Al)
sorts of dainty pieces at sitter for my
"Lady's" dressing table.
WARREN & WARM'S".
Dr. WIfitama' Indian Pile
Ointment arm care Blind.
Bleeding and Itching
toed. It 'Mord% the tumors.
s' the Het lag at  once, acts
poultice, gives Instant re-
46 Hat Willfinimelachanri*Oltit-
tn nit *prepare.: for Piles and Itch
leg of • is privets part*. Every boz Is
worisetaal liy danimpetaeby arkion re
iota, t prier. AO m ti 11eta an 00.. LBW,
cfl re)ps. vieveiso "his
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And so for a long week the little pato-
ty tolled up the great waterway, keep—
ing ever to the senthern bank, where
there were fewer (.1(.3rings. The clear-
ings radiated out from the villages,
and every cottage was built with an
ere to .,the military necessities of the
*bole. so that the defense might make
a stand at all points and might finally
renter upon the sfone manor house and
the mill.
At overt' step In this country.
whether the traveler were on the St.
Lawrence or west upon the lakes or
dowu upon the banes of the Missis-
sippi or south in the country' of- the
Cherokees and of the Creeks, he waled
still find the inhabitants in the same
date of dreadfffl ea-toed:they and from
the same eanvie. The Iroquois, as they
were named by the French, or the
Five Nations, ett they called them-
selves, hung like a cloud over the whole
great continent.
For half a century Mete tripes had
eursea a grudge toward tba lareneti
since Champlain anti some of his fol-
lowers had taken part with their ene-
mies against them. During all these
years they had brooded In their forest
villages, flashing out now 'and again
In some border outrage, but waiting
for the most part until their chance
_should come. And now it seemed to
them i that it had come: They had de-
stroyed all the tribes who might have
alliell themselves with the white men.
They had isolated them. They had
eepplied themselves with good guns
and plenty of ammtenition from the
latitch and Englign of New York. The
long, thin line of French settlements
lay naked before them.
Such was the situation as the -little
party of refugees paddled along the
-tank of the /ever, seeking the only
path which could letieteethem te peace
and to freedom. Yet It was, as they
well knew, a dangerous road to fol-
low. All down the Riehelleu were the
outposts and blockhouses of the
French. 'The blockhouses themselves
might hold their own, but to the little
perty o-ho had to travel down from
one to the other the situation was full
of deadly peril. It was true that tho
frognole were not at war with the
Engliele but they- would discriminate
tittle when on the warpath, and the
Americans, even bad they wished to
AO 80, could not separate their fate
from that of their two French com-
panions. •
As they ascended the S. Lawrence
they Met many canoes coming down.
More than once these Wayfarers
wished to have speech. with the fuel-
tires, but they pushed onward, disre-
garding their signs and hails. From
below nothing overtook them, for they
paddled from early morning until late
at night.
On the seventh day they tested at a
Point bet a few miles from the mouth
of the Rieliefien river, where a large
blockhouse, Fort Richelieu, had been
built by M. de teatime Once paet this.
they had no great distant-0 to go to
reart the seigneury of De Catinnt's
friend of the noblesse. wao would help
them upon their way. 'Mee bad spent
the night upon a 'little island in mid-
stream, and at early dawn they were
about to thrust the canoe out ngaln
from the sand lined cove in which she
lay When Ephraim Savage growled le
hie throat and pointed out across the
water.
A large canoe was coming up the
river, fiyine along RS quick as a dozen
awes could there it. In the stern sat
a dark figure, which bent forward with
every awing of the paddles es though
consumed by eaderness to tough on-
ward. Even at that distanee there
was no mistaking it. It was the fanat-
ical monk whom they had left behind
Mein.
(articealed among the brushwood.
they watched their pnretures fly past
mind emits!) round n carve in a stream.
"We'd have dolle better either to put
him overboard or to take him as bal-
l:tide' said nehmen.
elVell, we mete take the bnek track.
inyhow," Kalil Amos:
"And yet bow can we go on?" said
fie Cattnat despondently. "'This vin-
dictive &fell will give Word at the
fort and at ereter other point along the
ri vete"
"Let me cipher it ova" Amos Green
sat an a fallen mnpfe with Ills head
sunk upcin his hands:. "Well." said he
presently, "If it's no good going on and
no good going hack, there's only one
way, and that IR to go to one wide. ace
ton't go to the ;loft?). so it follows that
me must go to the gouth." -
"Lent's the ('allot'?"
"It's our offly chance. We can cut
through the wools and VOine Mei near
this friendly holm, on the. Itiehelleme
rhe frairtawill lose oar trail then, and
we'll have no more tremble with him
,f be stays on the St. Lawrence."
"There's nothing ripe for it." said
enptain Ephraim medley. "it's net
my way to go I ,y land If I can get by
wade. go you /Med lay the emir*, and
keep her straight. Amos."
"It is not tar, anal it will not take
pa Irmo. Let tta get over to the sonde
ern bank, and we shall mnke n geol.
If nindeipe tires, Ite retinae we shall
take dung to tarry her."
"Ah. motteleur, you cannot think
whet a gOod wnikor I am! lh this
eplentlid air one ratiht go on foreter."
"Wu- wiUwog, Men:, NI.* VIPS'
few iiiimites they were at the other
side and lind landed at the edge of tlw
forest. There the grins anti nmmonl-
It is I,' the yortrly Item II I' n (1.
tion were allotted "to each man, and
his share of' provisions and of the
scanty baggage. Then, having paid the
Indians and having instructed them to
say nothing of their movements, they
turned their backs upon the river and
plunged into the silent woods.
CHAPTER XX.
L'' EAVINO Fort St. Louis upon theirright, the travelers pushed on-ward as swiftly as tbey could,
for the sun was so low in the
heavens that the bustles in the clear-
ings threw shadows like trees.
Then suddenly as they peereden front
of them between the trunks' the green
of the sward turned to the blne of the
water, and they saw a broad river
running swiftly before them. Amos
and De Catinat had both been upon
the bosom of the Richelieu before, and
their hearts bounded as they looked
upon it, for they knew that this was
the straight path which led them, the
one to home and the other to peace and
freedom.
Across the river was the terrible Iro-
quois country„ and at two Wilts they
could see the smoke of fires curling up
Into the evening air. They followed
the track which led down the eastern
bank. As they pushed onward a stern
military challenge suddenly brought
them to a stand, anti they saw the
gleam of two musket barrels which
cevered them from a thicket overlook-
ing the path.
"We are friends," cried Die Catinnt.
"Whence come you, then?" *eked an
invigibie sentinel.
"Front Quebec." '
"And whither are you going?"
"To vistt M. Charles de la None,
eeigneur of lite. Marie."
"Very good. It is quite safe, Du
LIM. They have a lady with them
toe. I greet you, madame, in the name
of my father!"
Two men had emerged from the
buahes. one of whom' might have
passed as a full blooded Indian had it
ne. imsen for these eonoteous words,
which he uttered in excellent French.
He was a tall, slight young man ..very
dark: rith piercing black eyes and a
grim, Ysquare, relentless mouth W1,114'11
coald only have come with Indian de-
scent. • -
Time otbea was uteloubtedlyalt pure
Frenchman. elderly. dark and wiry,
With a bristling- blnek—benrd end n
fiend, eager thee. Leaning up-in his
long brown gun, he stood watching the
party, while his comment advance:1, .
toward them.'
"You will eitilie etiir ' precautions."
said lwe "We never know what deelee
these rascals may adopt to entrap us.
I fear, madame. that you have had a
long and very tiring jounury. My
mother will be very glad to Vfe!eCtille
y mu and to see to every went. Ent you.
sir, I have surely (44431 you before."
"And I you," cried the guardsman.
°Nate nnme igaltmote de Catinat. wm•e
Of the regiment of Pleardy. Surely you




A delightful and effective
remedy, especially good for
children. A great improve-
ment on the old, common,
nauseating cough mixtures.
We gnarantee it will cure
your congh, no matter how
stubborn.




"Yes, ft is T," tee you man answer-
ed, holding out his baud and smiling
in a somewhat constrained fashion. "I
do not wwider that you rittoukl hesitate,
for when you saw me last 1 was In a
very different dress from this. We have
one life for the forest and one for the
cities, though, indeed, my good father
will not have it ea and carries Ver-
sailles with him wherever he goes. But
it is time for our relief, and so we may
guide you home."
Two men In the mud,' dress of Cana-
dian censitaires, or farneve, but carry-
ing their muskets in a fashion whielm
told De Cantinas trained senses that
they were disciplined soldiers, had sud-
denly appeared upon the scene. Young
De la None gave them a few cart In-
junctiOns and then accompanied the
refugees along the path.
"You may not know in). friend here,"
said be, pointing to the other sentinel,
"but I am quite sure that his name is
not unfamiliar to you. This is Grey-
solon du T.hut."
Both Amos and De Cdtlnat looked
with the deepest curiosity and Interest
at the famous leader of coureurs de
bola, a man whose whole Tire had been
spent in pushing westward, ever west-
wa,.:. Keying little, writing nothing, but
always the first wherever there was
danger to meet or difficulty to over-
come. •
"What do you think of those fires
over. yonder, Du Lhut?" asked young
De In None.
The adventin.er glanced over at the
two little plumes of smoke wheel stood
straight up against the red evening
say. "I don't like them," said he.
"They are Iroquois, then?"
"Yea."
"Well, at least it proves that they
are on the other side of the river."
Du Taint lit his pipe from a tinder
paper. "The Iroquois-are on ties gide,"
said he. '"They crossed to the month."
"And you never told us! How do
you know that they (Togged, and why
did you net tell us?"
"I did not know until I saw the fires
over yonder."
"And how did they tell you?"
"Tut! An Indian papoose could have
told." raild Dii Ibut impatiently. "Iro-
quois on the trail do nothing without
an object. They have an object. then.
In showing that smoke. If their war
parties were over yonder there would
be no object. Therefore their braves
must have crossed the river. And they
could not get over to the north with-
out being seen from the fort."
"Then. they may be In the woods
round us. We may be in danger!"
cried De la None.
De Catinat oast a glance round him
at the grand tree trunks, the fading
foliage, the smooth sward underneeth,
with the long evening shadows barred
acmes it, flow difficult it Was to real-
ize that behind all this beauty there
lurked a danger RO deadly and horrible
that a man alone might well shrink
from it, far more one who had the wo-
man Whom he loved walking within
hand's toneh of him! It was with a
long heartfelt sigh of relief that he'
saw a wall of stockade in the wilted
of a large clearing in /nett of him,
with the stone manor bootie rising
above it. In a line fro.e tbe stockade
were a dozen cottages, with cedar
shingled roofs turneal up in the Nor.
mail fashion, in which dwelt the bab-
Wants under the protection of the seign-
eur's chateau. At either, corner a
small erase cannon peeped through an
embrasure. As they passed the gate
the guard inside clotted It and placed
the huge wooden bars into position. A
little crowd of men, womefi and chil-
dren were gathered round Ate door of
the chateau, and a man appeered to
be seated on a high backed chair upon
the threshold.
"You know .my father," said the
young man, with a shrug of him shoul-
ders. "He will have it that he has nev-
er left his Norman castle and that he
is still the Seigneur de la None, the
greaten man within n dares ride of
Rouen and of the richest blood of NOP-
mandy. Ile is now taking his dues and
his yearly oaths from his tenants.
Ile would not think it becoming, if
the governor himself were to visit him,
to pause in the middle of so august a
ceremony. But, if It would interest
you, you may step Ode way and wait
until he 11/14 finished. You, madame, I
will take at .once to my mother, if you
will be Re kind as to follow tae"
The sight was, to the Americans at
least, ii novel one. A triple row of
men, women and children were stand-
ing round in a seine•ireld the men
rough and sunburned, the women
homely and clean, with white erips up-
on their heads, the ehthlren open mouth-
ed and round eyed, awed Into an un-
usual quiet by the revereut bearing of
their elders. In the center, on hitt high
bricked carved chaff*, there tint an elder-
ly man, very stiff and erect, with an
exeeedingly solemn faee. Ile was a
flue figure of a man. tall HMI broad.
w-ith large, strong features, clean shav-
en and deeply lined, a huge beak of a
note and strong, shaggy eyebrows,
which arched right up to the great
wig, which he wore full and long, as
it had been worn in France in his
youth. ,On his wig was placed n white
hat, cocked jauntily at one side, with
a rest feather streaming round it, and
he wore a met of cinnamon eolored
cloth, with silver at time neck end poach.
eta, Which was still very hionhoome,
though it bore signs of having been
frayed rind mended more than once.
As the itelitneur rose, his grin, who
ha,1 returned, took De Catinat by the
sleeve.
"Entlier," said he, "this Is M. do
Catlnat, whom you may remember
some years ago at Quebec."
The seigneur bowed with much eom-
ilegeengion.
"You are extremely welcome to in;
eetates, both you and your body Keret
ants"—
"They are my friends, monsieur. This
hi M. Amos Green, and Captain
Ephraim Savage. My wife ht traveling
With me, tott your eourterms son has
kindly taken her to yonr
et an) limetored—henewed itideed!"
eirEit-Op old man. with a how and a
Wehrle!). -I remember you eery well.
sir, for it Is not so eounnon to meet
Mei of quality lu thie.coutiWy. Now
that I think of if, the seeoad son of
your great-grandfather married the
Mete of out. of the De is NOUP14 of An-
delys, which is one of our eadet
,branelieti. kinsman, you are welcome!"
Ile threw his arias suddenly round De
Cetinut.
The young guardsman was only too
deligfited iind himself admitted to
sut•h an intimacy. •
"1 wfll not intrude long upon your
hospitality." gaid he. "We are Jour-
IseyIng down to Lake chttnnealti. and
we hope in a thy or two to be ready
to go on."
suit of roatnit gime be laid at your
dispesal as loimg as you do me the hon-
or to rciuiaiu bore. leiste: It in not ev-
ery day that 1 can open my gates to a
man with good blood In 111f1 veins. Ah,
sir, that is what I feel most in in; ex-
ile, for who is there with whom I t•an
talk as equal to (antral? You are weary
alid hungry. yin 111111 your friends.
Come up with me to the tapestried en -
loon. and we shall see if my stewards
can lied anything for your refreshment.
You play piquet. if I remember right.
Ah. my skill Is leaving me. and I
should be glad to try a hand or two
with yen."
The manor house Was high anti
strong, Melt of grnyetone iii n frame-
'work of wood. 'ehe large iron clamped
doer through which they entered was
plercel for musketry fire and led into a
sueeession of cellars and' storehouses
in which the ¢ects, cameo potatoes,
rerebages, (-urea meat, dried eels and
other winter to/piffles were placed. A
whuling stone staircase led tbeni
through a huge kitchen, flagged amid
lofty, from which branched the rooms
of the servants, or retainers, as the
old nobleman preferred to call them.
Above this again was the principal
suit. centering in the dining ball. with
its huge fireplard and rude homemade
furniture. The seigneur explained that
he bad already supped; but, hiving al-
lowed himself to be persuaded Into
Joining them, he ended by eating more
than Ephraim Savage and drinking
more than Du Linn.
(To be Continued.)
Long Live the king!
ie the popular cry throughout Euro-
pean roulades; while in America, the
cry of the present day is "bong live
Dr. King's New Discovery, King of
Throat and Lung Remedies!" of
which Mrs. Julia Ryder Paine, Truro
Mass., says: "It never fails to give
immediate relief and to quickly cure
a cough or cold." Mrs. Paine's opin-
ion is shared by a majority of the in-
habitants of this country. New Dis-
covery cures weak lungs and sore
throats after all other remedies have
failed; and for coughs and colds it's
the only sure cure. Guaranteed by
all druggists. 50e and $1.00. Trial
bottle free,
ells Platform,
A promieent Cbleago politician,
wateA . A eiledidate for nn important
municipal office, related the follow-
ing story, to illustrate why he should
be eleeted instead of one of his op-
ponents:
"Qnce I told three negroes that
I'd give a big turkey to the one
who'd give the best reason for brs
beeng a Republican.
"The first one said, Tee a 'Publi-
can kase de 'Publicans sot we nig-
gers free.'
"'Very good, Pete,' said I. 'Now,
Bill, let me hear from you.'
l'se a 'Publican kase dey
done big us a pertective tariff.'
"'Fine" I exclaimed. 'Now, Sam,
what have you to say?"
"Boss.' staid Sam, scratching his
head anti shifting from one foot to
the other--eboss, 'Fee a 'Publican
kase I wants dat turkey-'
"And ae got. it."—Harper's.
'dentine NATION
Certainty smashed a hole in the bar-
rooms pf Kansas, but Ballard's Dore-
hoend Syrup has smashed all records
its a cure for Coughs, Bronchitis. In-
fluenza and all Pulmonary diseases.,
T. C. Horton. Kansas. writes: "I
have ne.ver found a medicine that
would cure a cough so quickly as Bal-
lard's Horehound Syrup. I have used
it for yeara."
Sold by itll druggists.
beat Something
"Have you lost anything, madam?"
asked the police floor walker of the
agliare-jawed,auntere-looklng shopper
who stood before the "lost and
found" window of the large depart-
ment store.
"Yes, sir," she replied. "I've lost
114 'founds of husband, in a light
brown suit, with black derby hat,
small tuft of hair on its chin, and a
laightened look. I lost it in a
crush at the fancy goods counter. It's
probably waddering , through the
building M search of me, and I
thought perhaps you could find it
easier than I can. I want it on ac-
eolint of I handle Ii is carryingnn-
der its arm."—Memphis Oottimerteal
Appeal, .
THE JOY
Of living It to Miro good health. l'ee
Herblne wttd you will have bushels of
Joy. You need not he blue, fretful and
have thnt had taste in your mouth.
Try a bottle Of HerhIne, a positive curs
for all liver complaints. It Harrell,
Austin. Tex., went's: "I have urge/
Iterhine for over a year, end find it a
fine regontor. I gladly reCOnitnend It
arm a One medicine for Dyspepsia.-
Sold by all djugatietak ....
FOR 30 DAYS
I will offer A few of the beat bar-
galwrever
.
 offered to an investor or
home-seeker. All property clean,
op-to-date, arid near street cars.






An Appeal to Reason Behind
Socialist Projedt
Would Use Fleener Oovernor to
Secure Ruling on Colorado
Miners' Case,
WARNED TO BE ON HIS GUARD
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 14.—Wil-
11am S. Taylor, former governor of
Kentucky, wno is under indictment
in that eatte for complicity in the
murder of William Goebel, but whom
the Indiana officials have refused to
surrender for trial, has been advised
to' be on his guard, awea conspiracy
has been hatched among Socialists
to kidnap and return 'aim to Ken-
tucky for trial.
• It is E:•.'d that the organ of the
Socialists, he "Appeal to Reason,"
has offered a revm'ard of $1,000 to
any one who will kidnap Taylor and
deliver him to the Kentucky authori-
ties, and the ex-governor has been
warned that someone, tempted by
thf reward may undertake to obtain
it.
The reason for the offer is found
in the recent ar-est of the officers of
the Western Federation of Miners in
Colorado anal forcibly taking them
to Idaho for trial for the murder of
the governor of that state.
It Is declared that the United
States supreme court has justified
the "knidnaping" of the miners' offi-
cers and that there would be an en-
tirely different ruling if Taylor were
kidnaped and taken from Indiana to
Kentucky.
Circular letters have been re-
ceived in Paducah from the "Appeal
to Reason." a rabid Socialistic sheet,
published in Kansas, containing the
following language:
The supreme court of the United
States has held that kidnaping is a
Perfectly legal method of taking an
accused man from one state to all-
other. This decision Was rendered in
the now famous Moyer-Haywood
case, in which the defendants were
both Socialists and workingmen.
Will the supreme court of the United
States hold to this same opinion if
the defendant Is a Republican and a
capitalist?
To give the supreme court the op-
portunity to pass on a ca,se of kid-
naping a capitalist politician, wanted
on a charge of murder in a sister
state, I will give $1,000 to the per-
son or persons who capture Ex-Gov-
ernor Taylor, of Kentucky, who is
now supposed to he in hiding in In-
diana under the protection of the
governor of that state, and return
Mtn, forcibly or otherwise, to the
State authorities of Kentucky.
The Appeal has absolutely no In-
terest in the Taylor-Goebel feud of
Kentucky, but I want to put it up to
the supreme court of the United
States to decide a case of kidnaping
where the victim is a RepnliTtean
politician and a personal friend of
the president of the United 'Slates.
It will be remembered that Taylor
and Goebel were the Republican and
Democratic candidates for governor
of Kentucky. Taylor held the calve
and Goebel was a hot aspirant for
the same. Goebel was nssassinated:
Taylor fled the state and a warrant
was tssnee for his arrest. Two Re-
publican governors of Indiana re-
fused to recognize requisition papers.
The supreme court of the United
States save in its recht decision:
"Looking first at what was alleged
to have occurred In Colorado touch-
ing the arrest of the petitioner add
his deportation from that state, we
do not peieeive that anything done
there, however hastily or Inconsider-
ately done can be adjudged to- be in
violation of the *4:Institution or laws
of the United States. Even if it . be
true that the arrest and deportation
of Pettibone.' Moyer and Haywood
from Colorado was by fraud and
connivance to watch the governor of
Colorado was a party, this does not
make out a case of violation of the
rights of the appellants under the
constitution and laws of the Unite,'
St Rtes."
In other words, any person, or
persons, Is at liberty to sandbag
Tayhodecarry him across the border
and deliver him to the autnoriting of
Kentucky. and it will he a perfectly
legal procedure and upheld by the
highest court of the kind. It matters
not how inconsiderately or hastily
this acticia may be done, It will not
be a violation of the constitutional
tiaras of Taylor, capitalist and Re-
publican! The supreme court will
back the kidnapers ana protect them
—provided It holds to its recent de-
I The only st ipti teflon regarding
the payment ctf the $1,1100 reward le,
'that 'Taylor meet be handed over tothe Eentecky anthorttled and Mewed
behind the barn before the trial of
UN 0.41011 of the Western IrgeOro-
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Plying between l'aleniptiis and
Cincinnati pasa hulucali going
up every Thursday for Evans-
ville, Letiisville and Cincinnati.
Pass Padueah going down every
Saturday for Cairo, St. Louie
and Memphis Leave Memphis
Tuesdays and Cincinnati Wed-
nesdays For patiacnger and
freight rates apply to






FAIHWAII, 912-316 Irsadinty, red NASNYILLE
27 COliCaell la 15 suit...8 POSITIONS et
cured or money aleFUNDED also teach my
▪ A I L, Cataloeue will convince you Ie.
nrsturnon's ?Bit BEST. Call or mesa tot
ratalottue.
NEW rolISCRIBERS.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Teennessee Telephone Com-
pany today;




3019--Guelett, U. G., 2222 Jeffero
son.
30-13—Herzog, George, Bridge.
450-I.—Flynn Bros., 14th and
Trimble.
We have in the crty over 11,000 sub-
scribers or five times as many as the
Independent company; outside the
city and within the county we have
63 times as Many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone in your residence
at the same rate the Independent coin
pany Is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance facili-
ties which will enable you to reach
fully fifty million people from yout
home.




Seamy/11e and Paducah Packets.
e 'Is
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John &
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Erseur
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $400. Elegant music on the
boat. Table unsurpaineed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily ex-
cept Sunday. Special ercution rate'
tiow in effect from Paducah to CCM
and return, with or without meals
and room. Goode music and table un-
surpassed.
For further Information apply ta
S. A. Fowler, General Pass Ag.vit, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's aloe.
Both phones No. 13.
• 
el.,•••••••-....






Irweva Paducah for Teas sears' Rive,
Every Wednesday at 4 p- ma.
A. W. WRIGHT Keeton
EUGENE ROBINSON (leek
This compaffy is not responsible
for invoice charges unless *oiled/ea
by the clerk of the boat.
15
KILL THE Calliallar




FOR OUGH6 and 60c Sr $1.00
Surest ,..ODS 
Fres Trial.
adQuickeet Cure for all
TEROAT and SUNG TROUB-
LES, or MONEY BACK.
Henry Mammen, Jr.
emend to Mid and Ianady.
Book Binding, Bank Work. '•eg
and LIbrart Work a soacialty
tion of Miners is begun.
Let us put it up to the capitalist
courts to treat a capitalist as they
do workingmen., nod make the case
so .prominent anti public. that It will
rivet the ettentlon of the entire civ-
ilized world.
APPEAL TO REASON.
We are ,to•-aid to learn, and





THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN. MONDAY, Ji•NUARY 14.
Odds and Ends
Sale!
250 Men's Suits at
Fifty Cents on the
Dollar
Saturday morning we place on sale a special
lot of Odds and Ends in Men's Suits---250
of them--at fifty cents on the dollar; they
formerly sold at from $5.00 to $25.00---now
$2.50 to $12.50. This is a special value
which we offer entirely independent from
our regular January Clearance Sale.
Odds and Ends Men's $5.00 Suits 
Odds and Ends Men's $7.50 Suits 
Odds and Ends Men's $10.00 Suits._
Odds and Ends Men's $12.50 . ..... _
Oads and Ends Men's $15.00 Suits_
Odds and Ends Men's $18.00 Suits._ 








Odds and Ends Men's $22.50 Suits - 11.25
Odds and Ends Men's $2500 Suits 12.50
409 - 413 BROADWAY.
1 RIVER NEWS .
River Stages-
Cairo 415






































While the weather remains einde-
(sided, the river fortunately is falling,
the stage this morning being a clear
foot loeer than it was Sassurdayaa
period of 48 hours. The intermittent
rains are having littae effect on the
rivers and the back waters are re
ceding, too.
The wharf front this morning was
bury though the arrival and depart-
ure of packets were few. The tobac-
co brought up by the Dick Fowler
was being removed, releasing a good
dual of space. The wholesale grocer-
ies shipments are beginning to get
normal after the stack.ng up for the
holiday trade.
The cause of the Henry Harley OE-
lag with water and -listing heavily to
one side has beenefentid. A plug -in
the bottom of the boat got knocked
out in some way and the water enter-
ed through the hole. It was a putzle
for a while, how the boat filled, as
no leak was known to - exist. The
p:ug was put back end the Harley
Is dry in the hull. ,
The Paducah aharfboat was never
known to leak and until the boat
iighted itself eaturday, the way the
water got into that boat Friday night. .
was net known. No seams were
opened by the unbalanced loading,
the water entering through the strain
ed timbers which support the gang-
way.
The Bettorff fame in Sunday from
Nashville after a Is) -II' on account of
the lath water, a strange ranee fpf a
boat to have to ley up. In the case
of the Buttorff the bigh water got
iover the locks, preventir g theta be-
ing opened, After revel hag freight
- all morning. the Buttorff left at
noon for Clarksville. .
°Th.. Jiie , Fowler left Sunday for
Evansville and wit be hack Tuesday.
, The City of Memphis will be due
.41111,Atargiu the Tenn eriste4espea
government inspectors are 'teat,*
Inspecting the I N Hook. Thee may
Mee Inspect the Mary Michsel. .If
teisaed, the I. N. Hook wile, go to
Florence, Ala. after a tow of ties.
The shaft of the Henry Harley le
being welded at the Jackson foundry
here and it probably will not be more
than a week or ten days before that
steamer is ready to run again.
The Bernice cable down from the
Fele View' mines on the Ohio river
this morning after a barge of brick,
returning when the barge was loaded.
The Dick Fowler got away on time
for Cairo as usual and will get back
tonight at 8 o'clock.
Saturday the Georgia Lee imaged
down -from Cincinnati with a big,
trip. The movements of freight
south are always large The Georgia
Lee will leave Memphis Tuesday for
Cincinnati. s
"Tiding of the Timee."
Living expenses - unmarried
daughters.
Does a "wise old saw" contain wis-
dom teeth?.
Remanding a man to jail has a bail
fill influence on him.
Bitter words are used when a doc-
tor prescribes quinine
The tithe Weever never serves hil
times. • IP
Jokes that date back to the time
of the ark are mrellyearchaic.
Chnestmee time is in the air, and
SO Is the poor wretch trines to make,
Christmas purchases.
It is easy to write the og‘ening
reene of a pley...._A maid oVa butler
dusting furniture is all t re ie to it.
Being eateful h carried some
men almost as r as being good
would nave do
e
The "eelitable view of the matter"
is anotner name fer the opinion int
hold. "Progress" is whatever ten-
dency We elem.
The grading contractor who was
fined for Abusing his mules should
feel small. It, ?tomes take 'retch dt
a hand to beat a pair of Jacks.-
Kansas City Times.
PADUCAH MADE A HIT
WITH IOWA DELEGATES
ISaturday Record, of Cedar Rapids, De-
votes Two Pages to Description
of City and Hospitality
ELKS' HOME HIGHLY COMPLIMENTED
Whether or not the Paducah Com-
mercial club has ever done anything
else for Paducah it-eertainly 'suc-
ceeded in getting two pages gratuitu-
ous praise for this city in an Iowa
publication that circulates a:1 over
that state, as the following excerpt
from a story in the Saturday Record,
of Cedar Rapid', .of the dedication
of the Iowa monument at 'Shiloh
shows:
The schedele of the trip called for
a twenty-four hour voyage down the
Tennessee river from Pittsburg Land-
ing to Paducah. The heavy rates of
November in the south, however,
swelled the Tennessee to flood' tide,
and the "City of Saltillo" and the
"City of 'Memphis" raced down the
stream at a twenty-mile-an-hour gait,
This unwonted rapid traveling- by
steamer resulted in the Iowa party'
reaching Paducah Saturday morning
instead of -Saturday evening, as
originally planned "The City of
Memphis" landed at the wharfboat
shortly before 8 o'clock, and neve
on board, piloted by an ever-present
newspaper reporter, found !heir way
uptown, some to the new club house,
which has just been erected ffy the
Paducah Elks, while others' took
the street cars to the train, waiting
for them at the Illinois Central
station, which in Paducah is located
about , two ranee from the busi,
neat center. The Paducahans were
literally taken by. surprise, but by
the time the "City of Seatillo" came
in sight, an tour later, they were
fully alive to' the situation, and
ahieties shrieked forth a noisy wel-
come, as the steamer, with the 55th
Regimental band playing on the for-
ward deck, glided down stream past
the levee, and rounding-to, tied up
alongside the "City of Memphis."
Paducah is the 'home of Major J.
H. Aehcrafte who is one of the three
comtnissioners of the National Shiloh
Military park. Major Asticeaft tame
up from Paducah on the "City of
Memphis," and as that boat drew
Into Johnsonville, he was one of the
most prominent figure on the for-
ward deck, waving a welcome to the
Iowa Party'Atypical southern gen-
tleman, one who east his fortunes
with the north and fought bravely
throughout the war, he was every-
where welcomed by the. Iowa tour-
ists. On every 'hand he dispensed
the whoaesouled good-fellowship of
the south. Kentuckian though_ he is,
he balks at being called colon. One
evening when one - of the party ad-
dressed him as Colonel Asheraft, he
said, aNaa, :rah, I am a Kentuiky
majah, sah not a Kentucky colonel,
sah." Ana when the Iowa party
reached Paducah. The Paducah Com-
mercial club arranged a reception and
entertainment, the like of which the
Iowa party did not experience else-
where on the trip, and which it is
quite likely they will never have the
pleasure of enjoying again.
Thriving City.
Paducah is a busy, thriving city of
about thirty thousand people, situ-
ated on the south bank of the Ohio
river, sixiut fifty miles east of Calm.
It is located at a point where the
Tennessee flows into the Ohio river
and the mouth of the Cumberband
ie on a few miles away, thus piec-
ing Paducah in control of the river
traffic' Of these two great southern
water courses, Paducall has large
wholesale interests, and its manufac-
turing industries are varied- and of
great importance. Its streets are
'clean, well paved, and it possesses an
excellent street -ear system. It has a
Carnegie library, a champion baseball
team, and a liberally' patronzed out-
door amusement park. Chief of all
however, it has one of the beet and
the liveliest Elks' lodges :n the south
and this organization leis just corn-
P:eted, In the heiert of Paducah's best
business diet-Met, a magnificent club
housa one that would do credit to a
city ten times the size of Paducah.
The Iowa party made the •Elks'
club house their headquarters during
their day's stay, and, wereloyally en-
tertained there, both morning and
afternoon, by the members of the
tante the city officials and other
prominent residents of Paducah. An
open house of the good old-fashioned
lauthern variety was maintained all
day, and if anyone wearing the Iowa
badge wanted something which he
did not see, tia he had to do was to
ask for it. An elaborate luncheon
was spread in the cafe, and an invita-
tion was extended to participate at
any time. At eleven o'clock the
Traction company placed a number
of special cars at the disposal of the
Iowa party, and under the direction
of the general manager of the com-
pany, the visitors made a tour of the
city lines. In the afternoon a
reception was given at the Etas' club
house, aaarge number of the ladies
of Paducah hispitably a:beeline in
tha entertainment of the city's guests.
The formal exercises of the reception
were held In the lodge rooms and par
bra on the sectuld_floor,_ and were of
a most delightful and informal char-
acter. The 55th Regimental band,
as usual, gave a number of exquisite
concert selections, and some very
happy addressee were made by mem-
bers of the Iowa party and by a me
of the e:oquent ones of Paducah.
Following the formal features of the
reception, an hour was devoted to
pleasant meettings and gre-tings, to
be followed by the serving of refresh-
ments in the cafe. Some of the Mita
of the Iowa party, on the invitateore
of the manager of The Kentucky, Pa-
ducales leading theater, enjoyed a
Portion of the matinee. Taken all in
al: the day spent, at Paducah wee
one of the most delightful of the en-
tire tour, and came as a happy clim-
ax to two weeks of memorable and
never-to-be-forgotten traveling in the
south. Every member of the Iowa
party will long remember with pleas-
ere the fnanner in which the glad
hand was given them by the good
peop',ol Peducah.
The Iowa party enjoyed their noon-
day mean at Paducah in various
Places. Some had Luncheon on the
train, others were at the hotel, a fav-
ored few were entertained at private
homes, and a number enjoyed a gen-
uine southern 'possum dinner at a lit-
tle restaurant near the Illinois Cen•
tral station It was a mighty good
dinner, too.
The last hour or two in Paducah
was spent by the Iowa pert). in
BETTER SERVICE FOR MEMBERS OF
THE FAULTLESS PRESSING CLUB
THE idea of the Faultless Pressing Club is not to give as little aspossible for a dollar a month, but to give as MUCH as possible.
The wagon delivery service which we are inaugurating today is merely
another step in that direction. No more mud-bespattered clothing,
no more small boys trudging through the rain, thoroughly protected
by your full dress coat; you'll appreciate an improvement of this kind
-we know you will.
For a Dollar a Month we clean, press, call for and deliver
your clothes. If you like the idea, phone 1507 and our wagon will call.
The Fault less Pressing Club
High ec Browder, Proprietors
• _ .302 1-2 Liroadvva,. -Colophons: 11'107
Scene from "The Magic Melody." Mr. Walker Whiteside's ne wplay at The
. Kentucky Tuesday Night. '
searching for souvenirs of the city,
and laden with souvenir spoons, post
cards arid' Other evidrenres of travel,
all gathered at the-train. and shertly
before seven O'cloek, started on the
night's run to Chicago, over the Illi-
nois Central road.
Getting Our Third Teeth.
"The flippant remark of the drum-
mer frone,Philadelphia, that if there
were any gnashing of teeth in the
other world seventy-five per cent of
the 'gnashing would be done by arti-
ficial teeth made in America was' not
far Dont the remark.- So says H. D.
Jones in an article In the February
Technical World Magazine. "Ameri-
ca leads' the world in the artificial
tooth industry and Philadelphia eup-
pliee a lerge percentage of the out-
ing. False tooth are shipped from
this country to the remote corners of
the eatrah. They are to be found in
the mouths of Jupanese, Chinese,
Hindocrs and even, -it is very likely,
aseisting in the mastication of the
daily rations of the Zulus of South
Africa.: Indeed, -a is not beyond the
limit of ,possibility that cannibal
feasts are conducted 'with the aid of
Ameriean-made artificial teeth.
largest plant in the world
for the making of artificial teeth is
to be found in Philadelphia. The in-
dustry has grown -to its present mam-
moth proportions within a compara-
tively short thee, for the dentist of
old days wade tee teeth for his cus-
tomers in e. room adjoining the oper-
ating department. They were usual-
ly. Ili-fitting and, made from bone or
Ivory, would not stand the wear long.
The disooyery of a way to. makefalse
teeth by a composition that was prac-
tically indestructible marked the be-
ginning of a new era in the ability
of' the human family to repair the
ravages of lime."
How artificial teeth are made and
Who makes them and where, is told
in detail and with the Technical
World's ea eful aveldance of teehni-
callity, which makes all its interesting
articles readable.
ALL THE WiritED
Is a stage, and Ballard's Snow Lini-
ment plays a most prominent part. It
has no superior for Rheumatism, stiff
joints, cuts, sprains, and all pains. Buy
It. try it and you will always use It.
Anybody who has used Ballard's Snow
Liniment Is a proof of What it does.
Buy _a_ trial bottle- 25e. 50c and 81.00.
Sold by all druggists. •
Finishing Broadway Work.
This morning contractors are push-
ing the completion of the brick work
on Broadway between -- -Fifth and
Fourth streets and will probably
have the street open by nagat. The
work of pouring in the asphalt filler
is pushed with the addition of sev-
eral laborers.
The man who is really a big gun is
careful how he gets loaded,
Buy fiood Coal---Not Clinkers
Its a fact that a load of poor 'coal weighs as much, costs as much as a load of the Tradewdter
or Pittsburg coal which we sell. Our coal is clean, free-burning and well screened; it con-
tains a high percentage of heat units and does not clinker. If you are the kind of person
who is satisfied with nothing less than honest coal, full, weights and prompt deliveries, you'll
be satisfied with us. Just call either phone No. 254.
RADEVVATER COAL
Lump 15c a bushel Nut 14c a bushel
PITTSBURG GOAL
Lump 15c a bushel Nut 14c a bushel
 001  
West Kentucky Coal Co., Inc.
C. M. Riker, Local Manager
Offic.:e and Yards Foot of Ohio St. Both Phones 254
IMMEI BROS. INSURANCE--Phone 279
